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T
his edition sees the Director-
General/CEO Capt. Musa 
Nuhu baring his mind on 

several major issues and at the same 
time establishing a nexus with the 
positions of the Honourable Minister 
of Aviation Senator Hadi Sirika. It is 
b a s e d  o n  t h e  D - G ' s  r e c e n t  
conversation with the League of 
Airport and Aviation Correspondents 
(LAAC). And it turned out to be quite 
a revealing parley, as indicated in our 
cover story. 
 Aviation Correspondents have 
been longtime partners in progress 
with NCAA. This partly explains why 
the Authority is committed to 
improving capacity in the League. 
Like when it recently supported the training of 34 of them at the Nigerian College of 
Aviation Technology (NCAT), in Zaria. It was not a one-off support; NCAA is a regular 
sponsor of the event. Like the DG/CEO said in his remarks at the event, “Every success 
story about aviation in Nigeria cannot be written without the contributions of all of you.”
 Guess who dropped by Aviation House recently? The National Assembly Joint 
Committees on Aviation of course. It was an important interactive session in which the 
DG/CEO took the lawmakers through the impressive array of achievements recorded by 
the NCAA in recent time. But it was not just an ordinary meeting; it was an oversight 
visit. It reveals that while the NCAA is the 'Oga' or the apex regulatory body, it is also 
answerable to higher powers. Its affairs and activities must also necessarily be overseen 
by the Legislature. This structure keeps everyone on his/her toes for the greater good of 
the Air Transport Sector. We have a comprehensive coverage.   
 Just like Civil Aviation itself, NCAA is a dynamic institution. It means departures, 
arrivals and responding to changes in the industry. In one of such positive 
developments, the Authority recently welcomed two new Directors onboard -- Capt. 
Chris Najomo (to oversee Directorate of Air Transport Regulation- DATR) and Alh 
Wakil Adamu (to oversee Directorate of Human Resources and Administration 
–DHR&A). The appointments inject new blood into the Authority and reenergise the 
system. Our own Ezekiel Olushola, a pioneer staff of the Public Relations Department, 
bowed out on a high note. The encomiums at the sendforth party speak volumes about 
his dedication to duty. 
 Sometimes, the Vox Pop department ventures out of the Aviation sphere. In this 
edition,  it asks the interesting question, “Should Nigeria enact law to limit the number of 
children a couple can have?” The answers are a must read. 
 Also a must read: Health Tips, Sports and back of the magazine items such as 
Aviation World, Aviation Word of Wisdom, Jokes and Puzzle. 

Enjoy!
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DG NCAA,Capt. Musa Nuhu and his management team in a group photograph with top echelon of the OSHAssociation during the conferment of 
UK fellowship award on the DG in Abuja...recently.

DG NCAA, Capt. Musa Nuhu Bags 
OSHAssociation UK Fellowship
….. AS NCAA BECOMES A CORPORATE MEMBER

 By Barup, M. Ahmed & Ja'afar Nasir Sa'eed (Abuja R.O) 

he Director General of the Nigerian Civil Aviation 

TAuthority (NCAA), Capt. Musa Shuaibu Nuhu has bagged 
United Kingdom fellowship of the Occupational Safety and 

Health Association (OSHAssociation) Nigerian Region.
This is just as the Authority became a corporate member in 
recognition of her outstanding dedication to occupational safety, 
health, security and environment. 
The conferment ceremony took place at the NCAA Corporate 
Headquarters in Abuja on 22nd February, 2022.
In his opening speech, the Regional President of OSHAssociation, 
His Royal Highness, Dr. Olusegun Aderemi said that the 
investiture of NCAA helmsman as a fellow and admission of the 
Authority as a corporate member will play a catalyst in 
accelerating NCAA to align her oversight operations and 
surveillance activities with international best practices in Safety, 
Health and Environment as they relate to the aviation sector in 
Nigeria.
Dr. Aderemi gave assurances that NCAA is now in a vantage 
position to get maximum support from the Association being a 
corporate member. According to him, the Association can now 
deploy its foreign technical expertise for the training of NCAA 
staff, the inspection and subsequent audit of the Authority's 
facilities. This is in addition to engaging in other requisite 
retainership programmes to further enable NCAA maintain high 
level standards in the aviation industry.
While delivering his keynote address, Prof Rabiu Magaji 
expressed his delight with the collaboration between NCAA and 
OSHAssociation, expressing firm belief that the partnership will 
enable OSHAssociation key in some of its objectives into NCAA 
programmes.
On a similar note, the chairman, Council of Fellows, Dr. Dalhatu 
Ahmed stated that safety is everybody's business most 
importantly in the aviation sector. 
Therefore, he emphasized the importance of the relationship 
established with the NCAA as the regulator of the industry which 
will not only add value by upgrading knowledge and expanding 
the scope of the association and the aviation industry but also 

Nigeria at large. 
In his acceptance speech, the Director General of the Association, Capt. 
Musa Nuhu thanked the Association for finding him and NCAA worthy of 
the conferment.
According to the DG, safety and security of flight operations in and out the 
Nigerian airspace is NCAA oversight responsibilities and as such, will stop 
at nothing to ensure aviation safety, economic regulations and passenger-
friendly services in Nigeria. 
While acknowledging some of the big responsibilities which NCAA 
shoulders and the challenges faced with by personnel in the course of duty, 
Capt. Musa Nuhu promised to be an ardent advocate of safety. He also 
expressed hopes that NCAA's collaboration with OSHAssociation will go a 
long way dealing with such personal, health or psychological issues so 
identified. 
In his vote of thanks, the Director of Human Resources & Administration 
(DHR&A), Mr. Adamu Wakili assured OSHAssociation of effective and 
efficient partnership in the aviation sector. 
The highpoint of the ceremony was the  conferment in the presence of the 
chairman, Council of Fellows, Dr. Dalhatu Mohammed Ahmed; the 
Regional Administrator, Engr. Emmanuel Uwalaka; and Prof. Rabiu  
Magaji, a fellow of the Association among other members of the team. 
Apart from the visiting officials of OSHAssociation, also in attendance for 
the landmark event were NCAA top management officials including 
Director of Finance & Account (DFA), Hajia Bilkis Adamu Sani; Director of 
Aerodrome & Airspace Standards (DAAS), Engr. Muhammed Odunowo; 
Director of Air Worthiness Standards (DAWS), Engr. Kayode Ajiboye; and 
Director of Operation, Licensing & Training Standards (DOLTS), Capt. 
Elisha Bahago.
Others are Director of Human Resources & Administration (DHR&A), Alh. 
Adamu Wakil; Director of Air Transport Regulation (DATR), Capt. Chris 
Najomo; NCAA Legal Adviser, Barr. Emmanuel Chukwuma; General 
Manager (Accounts), Mr. Nathaniel Kainjo; and General Manager (Human 
Resources), Mr. Shok Jok.
The Occupational Safety and Health Association (OSHAssociation) is an 
international professional organisation with the aim of promoting safety in 
the field of Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) globally.
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t is certainly a season of recognition and honour 

Ifor hard work to the Nigerian Civil Aviation 
Authority [NCAA] and its helmsman, Capt Musa 

Shuaibu Nuhu as the Director General was yet again 
honoured with series of awards by Air Transport 
Quarterly magazine at its second edition “Industry 
Award 2021'' held on Thursday 10th of December in 
Lagos.
 Specifically, Capt Nuhu bagged the, ''Best Chief 
Executive Officer in Crisis Management post COVID 
– 19 for his leadership role in actualizing a hitch free 
flight restart while NCAA as an Organization was 
honoured with ' Safety Sustainability Award'' for 
being able to ensure compliance to safety standards 
and regulations thereby engendering safer skies for 
seven years running.
 Recently, Leadership magazine presented 
DG/CEO with the African Leadership Magazine 
Award of Excellence for meritorious, growth and the 
development of the sector. Within the same period, 
the Nigerian Engineering Youth for good governance 
also presented him with Merit Award for Quality 
Service.
 It is on record that NCAA, under the leadership of 
Capt Nuhu was the first Civil Aviation Authority 
[CAA] to fashion out about twenty seven [27] Safety 
and Health Protocols guidance materials for flight 
operations during the outbreak of the pandemic.

NCAA, Capt. Nuhu In Harvest Of Awards
By Sam Adurogboye

 Among these are the Revised Provisional Quarantine 
Protocol for Travelers Arriving or Departing Nigeria, 
Industry Communication Safety Oversight Inspections and 
Audits, Revised International Travel Protocol into Nigeria etc.
 In the wake of the outbreak, Capt Nuhu had swung into 
action by organizing series of virtual meetings on a regular 
basis to chart the way forward and thereby provided the 
necessary direction and leadership for the industry. The entire 
industry was carried along and no one or organization was left 
behind
 These efforts, combined with the new grounds being 
opened up by Capt Nuhu, have earned him global 
commendation from the African Civil Aviation Commission 
[AFCAC] and from other global civil aviation Bodies.
 It's not a surprise therefore that more awards are still 
rolling in for the Authority and the energetic Director General.
 The Managing Director of the Nigerian Airspace 
Management Agency [NAMA], Capt Fola Akinkuotu, The 
Accident Investigation Bureau, Engr Akin Olateru, the 
Director General of the Nigerian Meteorology Agency 
[NIMET], Prof Mansur BakoMatazu were among other 
industry top brass and stakeholders who were recognized by 
Prince Supo Atobatele, the Publisher of Air Transport 
Quarterly magazine at this year edition.
 The highlight of the event was the collection of these 
awards by the General Manager in charge of Public Relations, 
Mr Sam Adurogboye on behalf of the DG at the occasion.
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T
he Director General of the Nigerian Civil Aviation 
Authority (NCAA), Capt. Musa Nuhu has stated 
that deployment of 5th generation mobile network 

is not cause for worry for air safety in the country.
He gave this assurance during an interview with a team of 
journalists in the Authority's Lagos Regional Office 
recently.
According to the DG, ''it is not completely true that the 5G 
network has been suspended in the United States. The 
new technology was rather suspended in certain places 

within some radius to a few of the airports to fully 
understand what is happening."
Therefore, the concern raised is about 
interference with aircraft that are being 
controlled to land. This is because the spectrum 
by which a critical component in aircraft called 
radio altimeter operates is close to that of 5G. 

Hence, there is a palpable fear of interference from the radio 
altimeter by giving aircraft erroneous indication during aircraft 
approach landing (when about 2,500ft or thereabouts above the 
ground). 
"For us in Nigeria, deployment of 5G is of no concern to flights in 
Nigeria considering that we do not do auto landing which 
required authorization,'' he declared.
However, Capt. Musa said the Authority is closely monitoring the 
unfolding events should there be issues that might affect us. If 
anything, the Authority will take the requisite action.  

AIR SAFETY: 
5G NO CAUSE FOR WORRY
DG NCAA, CAPT. MUSA NUHU

By Salami J. Adeniyi

T
he Director General of the apex civil aviation 
regulatory agency, the Nigerian Civil Aviation 
Authority (NCAA), Capt. Musa Shuaibu Nuhu is 

set to receive the African Aviation Personality of the Year 
Award.
 The prestigious award ceremony which is 10th in its 
series is expected to hold virtually on the 26th February, 
2022. Traditionally, winners are decorated and presented 
with honour instruments on the day.
 Capt. Musa is expected to join other influential 

CAPT. MUSA NUHU TO RECEIVE AFRICAN AVIATION 
PERSONALITY OF THE YEAR AWARD 

                 By Salami Jamiu Adeniyi
African business, political, diplomatic leaders and every sphere of 
the African Leadership spectrum.
Other winners in his ilk are President of Kenya, Mr. Uhuru 
Kenyatta (African Political Leader of the Year 2021); President of 
Botswana, Mr. Mokgweetsi Masis (African Peace and Security 
Leader of the Year 2021); Liverpool FC forward and Egyptian 
football star, Mr. Mo Sallah (African Leadership Magazine Young 
Person of the Year 2021) together with five other eminent Africans 
in a keenly contested poll.
 The African Leadership Magazine Persons of the Year awards 
which is in its 10th year is a shortlist of nominees who are selected 
from results garnered through a call for nomination (which is the 
first step in a multi-pronged selection process) across the 
continent of Africa, Europe the Americas. It is annual award set 
aside for distinguished Africans who have blazed the trail in the 
year under review.
 To average watchers and stakeholders in the aviation 
industry, these awards coming in torrents for the NCAA 
helmsman are no news and as such, well deserved and well 
earned. Since assuming office barely two (2) years ago, the 
Authority has witnessed meteoric rise in areas of value-driven 
reforms, strict enforcement of safety standards, development of 
in-house capacity to facilitate trainings and delivery of core 
mandatory courses, world-class automation of the aviation sector 
among others.
 Also worthy of mention is his landmark development of 
Nigeria's Aviation Industry Restart Programme which was later 
to contribute significantly to the template for the global aviation 
restart programme post coronavirus disease 2019. This earned 
him commendation by both continental and global aviation 
bodies.
 It is pertinent to add that since the maiden edition of African 
Leadership Magazine, it has created a niche as unbiased African 
voice for telling the African story  from African viewpoints, 
focusing and bringing Africa's best (individuals and corporates 
renowned for legacy-based approach to leadership) to a global 
audience. 
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he Director-General of the Nigerian Civil 

TAviation Authority, Capt. Musa Nuhu has 
charged the newly appointed Directors to bring 

their experience to bear towards improving the 
operations of the NCAA in particular and the industry 
in general.
The DG made the charge in Abuja during the 
handover and take over ceremony for the new 
directors appointed and redeployed by the Minister of 
Aviation, Sen. Hadi Sirika in a recent shake-up across 
the three aviation agencies. 
The two new directors are Capt. Chris Najomo (to 
oversee Directorate of Air Transport Regulation- 
DATR) and Mr. Adamu Wakili (to oversee Directorate 
of Human Resources and Administration –DHR&A). 
Other directors who retained their erstwhile positions 
are Director of Finance & Account (DFA), Hajia Bilkis 
Adamu Sani; Director of Aerodrome & Airspace 
Standard (DAAS), Engr. Muhammed Odunowo; 
Director of Air Worthiness Standards (DAWS), Engr. 
Kayode Ajiboye; and Director of Operations, 
Licensing & Training Standards (DOLTS), Capt. 
Elisha Bahago.
At the swearing in event, Capt. Musa expressed 
optimism that the new directors bring all of their many 
years and wealth of experience in the sector to bear 
and to positively impact the agency having garnered 

BRING YOUR EXPERIENCE TO BEAR, 
DG NCAA CHARGES NEW DIRECTORS
By Osah Erhire

DG NCAA, Capt.Musa Nuhu (4th L) flanked by his top management staff after the hand over event in NCAA Corporate Headquarters, Abuja...recently.

Former DHR&A, Mr. Abass Ahmed Sanusi (L) handing over notes to his 
predecessor, Mr. Wakil Adamu in Abuja…recently.

Former DATR,Group Capt (Rtd.) Edem Oyo-Ita  handing over baton of directorship 
to Capt. Chris Ona Najomo during the hand over ceremony in Abuja…recently.



immense experiences in their various fields.
According to the DG, NCAA needs experienced civil 
servants to guide the Authority on matters of Civil 
Service Rules and Regulations to ensure that it keeps 
the boat in the correct way lest it run foul of any 
government rules or regulations. 
While admitting that it would take time for somebody 
who had spent all his life in the private sector, he 
however admonished the new directors, particularly 
those coming from private sector to be patient and be 
willing to learn civil service rules to succeed in the 
mandate newly given them. 
 “To address this challenge, arrangements are being 
put in place for an in-house training for the new 
directors; to assist them to seamlessly fit into the 
system", he added.

BRING YOUR EXPERIENCE TO BEAR, DG NCAA CHARGES NEW DIRECTORS

The new DATR, Capt. Najomo stated that though the 
appointment came to him as a surprise, he however expressed 
his readiness to put in his best. He appreciated the Minister for 
the opportunity to serve.
On his part, Mr. Wakil Adamu assured that his prepared to fit 
into the big shoes left behind by his predecessor, Mr. Abass 
Sanusi  who was eulogised by his former colleagues for his 
humility, attentiveness and loyalty. He promised to give in his 
best and ensure we go by the rules.
Just as the new directors, others who retained their positions 
also thanked the aviation minister for counting them worthy to 
serve the country in those capacities. They gave assurances to 
work as a team to ensure extant regulations are followed to the 
letter. 
The highlight of the ceremony was the handing over of notes by 
the former directors to their successors.

C
a p t .  C h r i s  O n a  
Najomo was born on 
September 17, 1959 

and hails from Uvwie Local 
Government Council, Effurun 
in Delta State. 
Capt. Chris Ona Najomo is a 
seasoned Pilot with over thirty 
(30) years' experience.
He had his primary school 
education at Local Authority 
Primary School Ikeja, Lagos 
State and later proceeded to 
Federal Government College, 
Kano State.
In the course of his glorious flying career, the new director 
attended several courses and trainings both home and 
overseas.  Some of these institutions and certificate courses he 
attended are Federal Civil Aviation Authority (FCAA) 
Training School, Lagos; Airline Training Institute, California, 
United States of America (USA); America Eagle Aviation, 
Long Beach California USA; Point Airline Orly, France; Shorts 
Brother, Belfast, Northern Ireland; and Pegasus Training 
Centre, Texas, USA.
At different times, he was Air Traffic Control Assistant for 
Ilorin Control Tower, Ilorin; Enugu Control Tower, Enugu; 
and Lagos Control Tower, Lagos. He was also Nigerian Civil 
Aviation Authority Designated Examiner BAC 1-1997-2000; 
Director of Flight Operations, Okada Airline; and Training 
Captain/Simulator Instructor of Albarka Airlines.
 Until his present appointment, he was the Chief Pilot for Arik 
Air. 
Capt. Chris Najomo belongs to many professional bodies and 
recipient of numerous awards among which is recipient of 
Best Pilot of the year by NCAA.
He is happily married and blessed with children. 

B
orn on March 20, 1958, 
Mr. Wakil Adamu 
hails from Fune Local 

Government Area of Yobe 
State. 
He had both primary and 
secondary education at Race 
Course Primary School and 
Government  Secondary 
School in Yobe State.
Mr. Wakil Adamu holds 
Bachelor of Science Degree in 
S o c i o l o g y  f r o m  t h e  
prestigious Ahmadu Bello 
University (ABU), Zaria.  He also holds two Masters 
Degrees in Public Administration (MPA) and 
International Affairs and Diplomacy Administration 
(MPA) from the same ABU.
He caught his teeth as an Assistant Inspector for Local 
Government in the Borno State Ministry for Local 
Government. He rose through the ranks and became a 
d i r e c t o r ,  t h e  p e n u l t i m a t e  b e i n g  D i r e c t o r  
(Administration), Office of the Vice President (OVP), 
State House.
Director of Human Resources & Administration, Mr. 
Wakil Adamu belongs to many professional bodies and 
also proud recipient of numerous awards. He has 
attended several courses both home and overseas and has 
served meritoriously in different capacities.
Until his present appointment, he served as the Director, 
Planning, Research and Statistics, Federal Ministry of 
Transportation (Aviation Sector), Abuja.
Mr. Wakil Adamu, an administrator/management 
expert per excellence with over thirty (30) years' cognate 
experience is happily married and blessed with children. 

MEET DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
& ADMINISTRATION,  MR.WAKIL ADAMU

MEET DIRECTOR, AIR TRANSPORT 
REGULATION CAPT CHRIS ONA NAJOMO
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C
apt. Chris Ona Najomo,the newly appointed 
Director of Air Transport Regulation (DATR), 
Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA), has 

met with staff of DATR at Lagos Regional Office recently, 
pledging to uphold the vision of NCAA.
 Determined to deliver on his new mandate, Capt. 
Najomo hit the ground running by embarking on a tour of 
NCAA Regional Offices with Lagos as his first point of call. 
According to him, the primary purpose is to familiarize 
himself with the staff of his Directorate (DATR) and inspect 
their working tools. Again, to also find out the existing 
challenges.
 Capt. Chris Najomo, a seasoned Pilot whose carrier in 
aviation spanned over 43 years, assumed the responsibility 
of overseeing the Directorate of Air Transport Regulation 
on the 20th of January, 2021. He took over from Grp. Capt. 
Edem Oyo-Ita (Rtd.) in a handover ceremony at the NCAA 

CAPT. CHRIS NAJOMO MEETS LAGOS DATR STAFF
SOLICITS SUPPORT
PROMISES TO ADDRESS CHALLENGES

 By Ugari Chikaire

h e a d q u a r t e r s ,  A b u j a .   
While meeting at Lagos 
Regional  Off ice ,  Capt .  
Najomo solicited the support 
of all DATR staff, with a 
promise to seek the DG's 
approval for all the things 
that are lacking. The newly 
appointed Director also 
pledged his loyalty to the 
Director General, promising 
to support in realizing his 
vision as DG, NCAA.
 In the lineup of his activities 
at Lagos was an interactive 
s e c t i o n  w i t h  G e n e r a l  

Managers and Deputy General Managers. In another section, he 
met with All General Managers, Deputy General Managers and 
Assistant General Managers of DATR Lagos Region; while their 
colleagues in other Regions joined them virtually.
 Responding to issues arising from the interactions, Capt. 
Najomo further solicited for synergy for the success of NCAA in 
its regulatory functions and the growth of Nigerian Civil 
Aviation Industry. He also used the opportunity to assuage the 
belief that DATR staff are being sidelined, reassuring them that 
the Directorate is and will remain important. 
Speaking further, the Director hinted that he is coming from the 
private sector and needed unreserved co-operation to move the 
Directorate and the entire Authority forward. In his words: “Let 
us work together as one and do it according to the books and 
according to the Acts.” 
 While concluding, Capt. Najomo commended his 
predecessor, Grp. Capt. Edem Oyo-Ita (Rtd.) for the much he has 
done, assuring that he will improve on what he met on ground.

International Civil Aviation Day
International Civil Aviation Day was established in 1994 as 
part of ICAO’s 50th anniversary activities. In 1996, pursuant 
to an ICAO initiative and with the assistance of the 
Canadian Government, the United Nations General 
Assembly officially recognized 7 December as 
International Civil Aviation Day in the UN system.
 The purpose of International Civil Aviation Day is to 
help generate and reinforce worldwide awareness of the 
importance of international civil aviation to the social and 
economic development of States, and of the unique role of 
ICAO in helping States to cooperate and realize a truly 
global rapid transit network at the service of all mankind. 
The theme for the period 2020-2023 is: “Advancing 
Innovation for Global Aviation Development.”

New DATR, Capt. Chris Najomo (L) in a meeting with General Managers 
and other staff during a familiarisation visit to Lagos Regional Office...recently.
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Public Relations Department has 
organized a sendforth party for 
Mr. Ezekiel Olushola.

He got his first employment at the 
Federal Ministry of Aviation on the 
19th January, 1987 and retired after 
reaching the statutory 35 years in 
public service.  
The sendforth ceremony was held at 
the Calibration's office facilityof the 
Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority 
Lagos Regional Office in Ikeja on 
Friday, 5th February, 2022.
The General Manager (Public Relations 
Department),Mr. Sam Adurogboye 
described Mr. Olushola beyond being 
one of the pioneer staff of Department as hardworking 
officer who likes to take up responsibility. 
He however wished him best of luck in his future 
endeavours. 
In his own goodwill message, the Company Secretary, 
Barr. Benson Olu Akinde described Mr. Ezekiel 
Olushola as a workaholic whose dedication to work 
would be greatly missed. Also, Deputy General 

PR ORGANISES SENDFORTH 
PARTY FOR EZEKIEL OLUSHOLA
        By Femi Adeoye &OsahInaro

Manager, (Legal Department), Barr. (Mrs.) 
Teriba Bukola sees the celebrant as a 
religious and large hearted officer who cares 
about others.
Other former colleagues who gave goodwill 
message are Assist. General Manager (PR), 
Mrs. Carol Adekotujo, Mr. Ugari Chikaire, 
Mrs. Victory Ugonwenyi, Mr. Obasi 
Ugwumba, Mrs. Folakemi Boboye, Mr. Femi 
Adeoye, Mr. Osah Inaro, Mrs. Rachael 
Owoyemi and Mr. Tayo Ogunmuyiwa.
A celebrant friend and Senior Special 
Assistant(Education) to the Lagos State 
Speaker, Hon. Ishola Ogunsola gave a 
worthy note of his friend.
Giving his vote of thanks, Mr. Olushola 

Ezekiel expressed his profound gratitude to Almighty God for 
sparing his life to witness his retirement from service. 
He also thanked his former colleagues for making his public 
service experience remarkable and finding him worthy to 
celebrate.
Highlight of the event was presentation of gifts by the General 
Manager, Mr. Sam Adurogboye on behalf of the Public 
Relations Department.

NCAA UPGRADES ANAMBRA AIRPORT, APPROVES 
OPERATION OF BOEING 737-700, OTHERS

2022 referenced NCAA/AC/015/Vol.1/22/185 
and personally signed by the Director General of 
NCAA, Captain Musa Nuhu and addressed to the 
Governor of Anambra State, Mr. Willie Obiano.
According to the DG, the upgrade by NCAA was 
sequel to painstaking on-site assessment of 
existing facilities and personnel at the fire station 
in the airport which established that level of 
protection suitable to and commensurate with 
aerodrome rescue and fire-fighting category 6 
operation.
However, the Authority requested Anambra 
state government, upon this approval, ensures 
strict compliance with the requirements for 
operating Category 6 as stipulated in Wig. CARs 
Part 12.6.15.1 – 12.6.16.11 and Aerodrome 
Standards Manual 13.2.1 to 13.2.2.46
In addition, the Anambra State government is 
required to ensure strict adherence to Safety, 
Security and COVID-19 requirements at the 
airport at all times.

By Salami Jamiu Adeniyi

he Nigeria Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA) has upgraded 

Tthe Anambra International Cargo and Passenger Airport, 
Umueri to Aerodrome Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) 

category 6 level to operate Boeing 737-700 or its equivalent.
This approval was communicated in a memo dated 24th January, 
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FG,NCAA SET TO PROTECT INDIGENOUS CARRIERS, 
GROW INDUSTRY- CAPT. MUSA NUHU 
By Chikaire Ugari

T
he Director General of Nigerian Civil Aviation 
Authority (NCAA), Capt. Musa Shuaibu Nuhu 
played host to the League of Airports and 

Aviation Correspondents (LAAC) at the Aviation 
House, NCAA Lagos Regional office, recently. The 
DG, while fielding questions from the Aviation 
Journalists seized the forum to bare his mind on some 
critical issues and policy decisions taken to protect 
indigenous carriers and grow the Nigerian Aviation 
Industry.
 Some of the issues he addressed include the denial 
of Air Peace request for more landing slots into Dubai 
by the United Arab Emirates (UAE), introduction of 
Slot system in Nigeria, assessment of the Nigerian 
Civil Aviation Industry in 2021, expectations for 2022, 
Covid-19 protocol compliance, the aging technical 
work force of NCAA; new safety threshold ground 
handling rates; the impasse between Asky Airline and 
Nigerian passengers at Togo, etc.
 
THE IMPASSE BETWEEN NIGERIA AND THE 
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Capt. Musa Nuhu in the course of the media chat 
hinted that henceforth, the Federal Government and 

NCAA will improve its protection of indigenous carriers, 
while the Bilateral Air Services Agreement (BASA) will be on 
reciprocity. These policy decisions became necessary 
following the unacceptable attitude and discriminatory 
policies of some States and Civil Aviation Authorities.
 On the UAE-Nigeria impasse, the NCAA helmsman stated 
that“under the Bilateral Air Services Agreement(BASA) pre-
COVID-19, Emirates was operating two(2) flights daily to 
Lagos, making 14 and another daily flight to Abuja, making it a 
total of 21 flights weekly. Under the same BASA arrangement, 
Etihad, another carrier from UAE, was making seven flights 
weekly to Nigeria. The United Arab Emirate was therefore 
making a total of 28 weekly flights into Nigeria.”
 Air Peace Airline on the other hand was the only Nigerian 
Carrier out of the designated airlines operating to UAE 
because of the capacity of Nigeria, he explained.
 In actual fact, Air Peace was operating to Sharjah because it 
had difficulties getting slots and other things to operate into 
Dubai. Air Peace has been operating three flights weekly to 
Sharjah since 2018 or 2019 being one of the Emirates covered 
on the BASA, Capt. Nuhu explained.
 According to the Director General, when COVID-19 came, 
all flights stopped and Operations resumed a few months 
later. Unfortunately, the Operations were disrupted due to 
some protocols by the UAE. The Nigerian Government felt this 

DG NCAA, Capt. Musa Nuhu Sen. Hadi Sirika, Minister of Aviation
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action was discriminatory and consequently Emirates 
was stopped from operating into Nigeria. 
 It took negotiations for the flights to resume and 
after nine months, flights between the two countries 
resumed. So, Emirates sent a winter schedule, which 
was agreed pre-COVID-19; 14 to Lagos and seven (7) to 
Abuja weekly, he stated.
 Capt. Musa Nuhu explained further that “Air Peace 
went to Sharjah and wanted to resume only three 
flights weekly because of their capacity, but initially, 
the UAE General Civil Aviation Authority(GCAA) 
claimed that Air Peace has been given two slots and 
kept telling us stories. After a few days, they came out 
to give only one slot to Air Peace into Sharjah and 
claimed inadequate slots for their action.”
 On the reason why Air Peace was denied slots, he 
s a i d  t h e  U A E  G e n e r a l  C i v i l  A v i a t i o n  
Authority(GCAA) claimed that they cannot keep slots 
for Air Peace, which has stopped flying into their 
country. “Meanwhile, Emirates has stopped flying into 
Nigeria, yet we still gave them the 21 slots they 
requested for and here we are asking for three and they 
are giving us stories.”
 According to the NCAA helmsman, he reported the 
matter to the Minister of Aviation, Sen. Hadi Sirika 
who in turn directed that they (UAE) be giving one slot 
also if that is all they are willing to give to us. One slot 
was therefore giving UAE in the interest of justice. In 
UAE, we have the General Aviation Authority (GCAA) 
and each of the Emirates has its own Civil Aviation 
Authority(CAA).
 “Later, the Dubai CAA wrote to Air Peace and told 
the Airline that it has seven slots reserved for it at Dubai 
Airport. The CEO of Air Peace, Mr. Allen Onyema 
showed the letter to the Minister and we said Air Peace 
is designated to outside Nigeria based on the flight 

rules and Emirates is designated by the UAE Government 
under the BASA arrangement. We then told them to write to 
Nigeria officially.”
 While chatting with the Journalists, Capt. Nuhu 
explained that it is important to treat the matter officially; 
hence the Nigerian Government will be ready to allow the 
Operations start through the proper diplomatic channel.
 He also disclosed that the Federal Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs has written to the Foreign Affairs of UAE to confirm 
officially if the letter was from them. “It is important to have 
this fairness and equity,” Capt. Nuhu stressed. 
 The Director General emphasized that government needs 
to protect Nigerian businesses and Air Peace is one of the 
designated carriers from Nigeria. “If we allow other airlines 
to come and take all the juicy slots, we are shooting ourselves 
in the leg,” he noted. 

INTRODUCTION OF SLOT SYSTEM
The Director General assured that the Slot System which has 
hitherto been used to short change Nigerian carriers will soon 
be introduced here. In his words: “Believe me, we are 
working on that and it is going to be tit-for-tat. Let me use an 
example and I am not saying that is what we are going to do, 
but just as an example. If a Nigerian airline is going to the 
United Kingdom and they insist Nigerian airline must buy 
slots, then any British airlines that is coming into Nigeria will 
need to pay for slots too. It is tit-for-tat. If you tell me a 
particular airline from Nigeria cannot go to Heathrow 
because you cannot get slots, then their airline cannot come 
into Lagos.”
 Capt. Nuhu went further to stress that it is going to be 
reciprocity. This is a situation where we strictly give back 
what we receive from others. “We cannot hide under the issue 
of slots to give unfair commercial advantage to foreign 
airlines over Nigerian airlines. We had made mistakes in the 
past, we have learnt from our mistakes and we are going to 
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correct them,” he reiterated

ASSESSMENT OF NIGERIAN AVIATION IN 2021 
The year 2021 was encumbered with so many COVID-
19 related challenges globally. The world economy 
suffered a set-back and the aviation Industry was not 
an exception. However, it is on record that the 
Nigerian Aviation Industry is among the first to show 
signs of early recovery from the impacts of the 
COVID-19 Pandemic. This was due to the unwavering 
commitment of the Federal Government and the 
collective and well articulated efforts of NCAA and 
other stakeholders.
In a mood of excitement, the CEO of Nigeria's apex 
Civil Aviation Regulatory Authority, Capt. Musa 
Nuhu said that he is pleasantly surprised with the 
domestic aviation industry. “We certainly have 
recovered from COVID-19 pandemic. Not that we 
have recovered from the COVID-19 level, we have 
passed the pre-COVID-19 level. If you see the airlines 
from Nigeria, they have been getting clients. Right 
now, I have about 10 to 12 aircraft on wet-lease to fill 
the gap of the demands of the system,” he disclosed.
He said the industry has done fairly well. The 
domestic Industry is growing in a fantabulous state.
The Director General went further to mention some of 
the achievements recorded in the Industry within the 
year under review despite the impact of the COVID-19 
Pandemic on the world economy.
On Air Operations, he stated: “We have given a lot of 
Air Operators' Certificates(AOC) and we still have 
about 15 in the pipeline. We have airports popping up 
all over the place and a lot of Aircraft Maintenance 
Organizations(AMOs) coming up.” 
To achieve the growth we have now, Capt. Nuhu 
believes that the agencies, ministries, stakeholders 
and the Media must be doing something right that is 
building investors' confidence in the system. “The 
investors are willing to put their money in the system 

and grow the industry. We will 
continue that way and hopefully, 
we want to get to a place where 
aviation plays very significant 
contribution to the Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) on a short and 
medium terms; at least 5 per cent,” 
he assured.
Stating the obvious, he disclosed 
that the growth is a bit stretching the 
infrastructure and clogs are created 
here and there sometimes.

EXPECTATIONS FOR 2022
On the International scene, he 
allayed our fears, assuring that it is 
not bad.“We are recovering 
gradually and hopefully in early 

2022 when we come out of the present challenge, we should 
exceed the pre-COVID-19 level of aviation travel. Generally 
it has been hectic and stressful for us at NCAA, trying to cope 
with the demands everywhere, but we will keep doing what 
we are doing to ensure the system continues to operate 
safely, orderly and in an organized manner.”

COVID-19 PROTOCOL COMPLIANCE

Ensuring COVID-19 protocol compliance in the aviation 
sector is an additional responsibility of NCAA, the Civil 
Aviation apex Regulatory Authority. It can be said that 
Nigeria got the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic right.
However, he said it is work in progress. In his words: 
“Globally, people are getting COVID-19 fatigue. If you go 
out, you will see a lot of people not wearing their face masks, 
except in airports, aircraft and other places where we keep 
educating people that COVID-19 is real and it's growing into 
various variants. It is something we just have to consistently 
do and ensure compliance.”

AGING TECHNICAL WORK FORCE 
The Director General used the forum to express his concern 
over the rate of aging technical work force, particularly the 
Safety Inspectors for NCAA. According to him, “we are 
working with the supervising Ministry of Aviation to see 
what we can do. We are seeking approval to employ more 
technical staff, which we have to do.”
Capt. Nuhu, while on the issue of paucity of technical staff, 
explained that there are due administrative processes which 
must be complied with. “Even if you are doing the right 
thing, there are due processes you must follow. We are 
working on it and we are making a significant progress,” he 
reiterated.
He went further to disclose that the Aviation Committees of 
the National Assembly through their Chairmen are also 
supporting NCAA. They are assisting through legislative 
action in ensuring that NCAA resolvessome of the 
challenges.
The Director General in trying to make the Journalists 
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understand his challenges had these to say: “We are 
a government organization and we must comply 
with the Public Service Rules in all we do. Also some 
of our International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) Standards and Recommended Practices 
(SARPs) documents say that NCAA must be a 
competitive employer. What that is saying is that the 
salary we pay our workers must be competitive in 
the industry. Here, we are government organization 
and the industry is privately run, so you can 
understand how our hands are tied. But we must try 
and see how we can work through within the 
confines of the laws to close the gap so that we can 
attract more personnel to come and work with us.”
 
NEW SAFETY THRESHOLD HANDLING 
RATES
 New threshold ground handling rates was 
approved for ground handling companies. The 
approved new rates generated some controversies 
in the sector. The DG in this interview bared his 
mind on the developments:
“The issue of handling rates was justified because 
for 30 years, these ground rates were not adjusted. 
Imagine; these ground handlers import a lot of their 
equipment using foreign exchange, just like the 
airlines use foreign exchange to procure their 
machines.
So, what affects the airlines directly affects these 
ground handlers and the ground handlers are also a 
critical component for the success of the industry. 
 We sat down, compared what we charge here with 
that of other countries, but because of the 
devaluation of the naira and the non-increase of 
ground handling rates over the years, the increase 
looked very high. Consequently, the airlines 
complained, and then we mediated in the issue. We 

listened to their complaints and reduced the new rates by 25 
per cent. We did this so that we don't shock the system, but we 
can gradually increase. I just read something this morning that 
ground handlers have come together, knowing that the 
competition is detrimental. So, they are working together 
now. 
I think if ground handlers can work together, they should be 
able to implement the new rates. The handlers were 
undercutting themselves in the past.”

ASKY AIRLINE AND NIGERIAN PASSENGERS
The Director General, NCAA, Capt. Musa Nuhu does not 
compromise in his oversight functions as the helmsman of 
Nigerian CAA. His intervention in the recent rift between 
ASKY Airline, Togo security agencies and Nigerian air 
passengers are commendable.
According to the Director General, the security agencies in 
Togo maltreated some of the Nigerian travelers who were 
stranded in that country. They alleged that the travelers 
entered the restricted areas at the airport.
Capt, Nuhu used the forum to disclose that the Airline has 
written an apology letter to NCAA and by extension to all 
Nigerians. They also promised that such thing will not happen 
again. He further hinted that the Authority is following up to 
ensure that the issues are resolved. 
 In his words: “I am still talking with the CAA of Togo. The 
Director General is a good friend of mine. We just lodged our 
complaints officially so that records will be there. But the 
airline has apologized.”
Capt. Musa Nuhu, DG NCAA, who is saddled with the 
responsibility of protecting the Nigerian air passengers and 
their rights, seized the opportunity to apologize to those 
passengers that were maltreated. He also assured Nigerians 
that the matter will be resolved amicably.  
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T
he National Assembly joint committees on aviation 
have paid oversight visit to the Nigerian Civil 
Aviation Authority (NCAA) and other aviation 

agencies in Lagos to inspect facilities.
 The committees were received by the Director General, 
Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA), Capt. Musa 
Shuaibu Nuhu to the Authority's Lagos Office.
 In his welcome address thanked the committees for 
their oversight visit and hands of fellowship extended to 
NCAA and others so far. 
 He also commended that 9th Assembly for passage of 
six amendment bills on aviation which will provide 
effective legal and institutional framework for the 
regulation of civil aviation in Nigeria. 
 During the presentation that followed, the DG 
enumerated quite a number of projects that have been 
embarked upon by the Authority in the last couple of years. 
Some of the projects (which are either completed or in the 
process of completion) include NCAA corporate 
headquarters building, Port Harcourt regional office and 
Kano regional office.
 Other laudable projects are ICT automation project, 
Abuja data centre, flight animation laboratory (plant 
science), electronic document management system 
(EDMS) regulatory safety oversight software (EMPIC) and 
unified communication (UC) which it has successfully 
deployed across Nigeria to facilitate seamless 
communication.
 In the area of personnel training and capital 
development, the DG informed the joint committees on 
aviation how the Authority has been able to develop 
capacity to facilitate and deliver on these core mandatory 
trainings and courses locally. Some of them are 
Government Safety Inspector Personnel Licensing, 
Resolution of Safety Concerns (RSC) and Auditing 
Techniques. Beyond drastic closure of manpower gap, 
these domestications have been able to save NCAA 

NASS JOINT AVIATION COMMITTEES 
OVERSIGHT NCAA, OTHERS
By Salami J. Adeniyi

thousands of millions in US dollars and reducing pressure on 
foreign exchange pursuits.
 On the other hand, Capt. Musa talked about myriads of 
challenges the Authority are faced with topmost of which is 
inability to pay competitive salaries to technical staff to attract and 
retain them in required numbers. In addition to this is poaching of 
already trained inspectors by airlines who offered them more 
attractive salaries.
 The federal legislators who were led by Sen. Smart Adeyemi 
(Chairman, Senate Committee on Aviation) and Hon. Nnolim 
Nnaji (Chairman, House of Representatives Committee on 
Aviation) thanked the Authority for receiving them despite short 
notice given.
 They expressed satisfaction with completion of these 
milestone projects which will go a long way in helping in effective 
discharge of its oversight responsibilities. Also, they stated that 
the newly passed bills will help in addressing some of the 
concerns raised by the DG when finally assented to.
 On the other hand, the chairmen expressed deep concern over 
increasing cases of flight delays and cancellations across the 
country by domestic airlines, threatening to empower NCAA to 
grant any willing foreign airlines permits to fly domestic routes.
 In response, Capt. Musa informed that joint committees the 
Authority has already set up committee to come up with suitable 
recommendations and sanctions to check disturbing spate of 
flight delays and cancellations by domestic operators.
 He also mentioned that the Authority is planning extensive 
enlightenment campaign to educated travelling public about their 
rights and obligations to check the rising trend of incessant flight 
delays.
 Delivering the closing remark on behalf of the Authority, the 
Director of Finance & Account (DFA), Hajia Bilkis Sani thanked 
the distinguished federal legislators for the visit. She expressed 
optimism of better working relationship with the National 
Assembly.
 Also present to make presentation on behalf of the Nigerian 

Chairman, Senate committee on Aviation, Sen. Smart Adeyemi making his opening remark during their oversight visit to NCAA 



Meteorological Agency (NIMET) was its Director General, 
Prof. Mansur Matazu.
 As part of their oversight visit, the National Assembly 
members also inspected facilities of both NCAA and 
NIMET (Nigerian Meteorological Agency) in Lagos. They 
expressed satisfaction at the levels of progress that have 
been recorded in the sector in the last couple of years, 
promising to continuously provide legislative support 
and collaborate with the ministry and the agencies.
 On the side of visiting committees' members are 
Senators Smart Adeyemi, Biodun Olujimi, Clifford Ordia, 
Frank Ibezim, Olubunmi Adetumbi, Suleiman Kwari, Ayo 
Akinyelure, among others.
 Others include Hons. Nnolim Nnaji, Musa Pali, 
Shoyinka Olatunji, Mustapha Saidu, Kasimu Bello 
Maigari, Abubakar Idris, Kabiru Idris, Mr. Gregory Okoh 
(Assist. Committee Clerk) and others.
 Apart from a retinue of staff, prominent others present 
are Director of Finance & Account (DFA), Hajia Bilkis 
Adamu Sani; Director of Aerodrome & Airspace Standard 

(DAAS), Engr. Muhammed Odunowo; Director of Air 
Worthiness Standards (DAWS), Engr. Kayode Ajiboye; Director 
of Operation, Licensing & Training Standards (DOLTS), Capt. 
Elisha Bahago; Director of Human Resources & Administration 
(DHR&A), Alh. Adamu Wakili; and Director of Air Transport 
Regulation (DATR), Capt. Chris Najomo.
 Others included General Manager (Corporate Affairs), Mr. 
Anthony Ayasal; General Manager (Department of Aero Medical 
Standards), Dr. Wilfred Haggai; Technical Assistant to the DG, 
Engr. Yakubu Mahmud; General Manager (Approved 
Maintenance Organisation (AMO), Engr. Muhammed Sani; 
General Manager (Aviation Security (AVSEC), Mr. Akoja 
Okplefu; Deputy General Manager (DG Office), Dr. Iteke Ifeanyi; 
Deputy General Manager (ICT Department), Mr. Charles 
Ayeteni; Assist. General Manager (Public Relations Department), 
Mrs. Carol Adekotujo
 Earlier, the federal lawmakers had visited Federal Airports 
Authority of Nigeria (FAAN), Nigeria Airspace Management 
Agency (NAMA) and Accident Investigation Bureau (AIB) to 
inspect completed and ongoing projects there.

DG NCAA Capt. Musa Nuhu on high table with distinguished federal 
lawmakers led by Sen. Smart Adeyemi and Hon. Nnolim Nnaji during 
overisght visit to NCAA Lagos Office... recently.

DG NCAA, Capt. Musa Nuhu (L) welcoming chairmen of NA committees 
on aviation, Sen. Smart Adeyemi and Hon. Nnolim Nnaji (middle) on 
oversight visit to NCAA... recently.

DG NCAA Capt. Musa Nuhu observing the national anthem together with 
Sen. Smart Adeyemi and Hon. Nnolim Nnaji during overisght visit to 
NCAA Lagos Office... recently.

 Capt. Musa Nuhu (r) leading the visiting committees on Aviation into
NCAA Lagos Region Office Training Hall... recently 

SIGHTS FROM NATIONAL ASSEMBLY JOINT COMMITTEES ON 
AVIATION OVERSIGHT VISIT TO NCAA
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he Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA) 

Thas granted Air Operator Certificate (AOC) to 
the premium airline, Xejet after a painstaking 

certification processes.
 The Director General of NCAA, Capt. Musa Nuhu 
made the presentation to the latest entrant at the 
Authority's Lagos Region Office in Ikeja. 
 The new entrant received the operational 
document at the NCAA office at the Murtala 
Muhammed International Airport, Lagos.
 Director General of the NCAA, Capt. Musa Nuhu 
during the presentation of the AOC said: “I must say, 
to go through this certification process is not an easy 
thing. I am aware that effectively this process took 
almost 1 year. Having gone through this process, we 
are elated and delighted because what that means is 
that you have brought yourself to compliance with 
our regulations. The issuance of this certificate means 
that you have complied with the requirements.”
 In the words of the DG who was represented by 
Engr. Godwin Balang, (General Manager, Air 
Operators Certification and Surveillance), “This is one 
of the critical elements of the activities we are required 
to do as an Authority which is certification. Now you 
are going to go into business. Immediately we give 
you this certificate, what we expect is that you keep to 
those standards.”

 Also speaking, the Certification Project Manager, Capt. 
Toyin Lawani, enjoined the new airline to put up good 
operation going into business. According to him, “To 
maintain an AOC is not as easy as the acquisition because 
from the moment you receive the certificate, you are expected 
to keep improving on your operations and maintenance 
processes. We are guiding you at Xejet in order for you not to 
make mistakes in your operations. You must try and become 
an exemplary company in the industry, so that even NCAA 
will refer to you as a good example.”
 In response, the Accountable Manager and Chief 
Executive Officer of Xejet Mr. Emmanuel Iza, expressed deep 
appreciation to NCAA, admitting that the entire certification 
exercise has been learning curve for them. 
 Quoting him: "We have done it only once and I appreciate 
all the feedback. It is seven years, two months and two days 
from the day I started the journey of Xejet and to the glory of 
God, today we have come to this milestone. I still cannot 
believe it. I just want to say thank you. I also want to say that 
the covenant we have made to keep to safety and compliance 
and standards to be good ambassadors of Nigerian Civil 
Aviation Authority is not something that we put on paper 
alone but it is something that we intend to and I personally 
intend that those standards are being abided by. I know you 
have been thin on manpower but you are able to deliver 
within a short possible time."

NCAA GRANTS XEJET AIR OPERATOR CERTIFICATE  
By Salami J. Adeniyi

General Manager, (Air Operators Certification and Surveillance of NCAA), Engr. Godwin Balang (R) making the presentation to the Accountable 
Manager and CEO of Xejet, Mr. Emmanuel Iza (left) in Ikeja...recently.
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T
o further promote global aviation safety 
through continuous auditing of member states 
by  the  Internat ional  Civi l  Aviat ion  

Organisation (ICAO), the Nigerian Civil Aviation 
Authority (NCAA) is set for the Universal Safety 
Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP) which is now 
slated for the third quarter of 2022.
This disclosure was made by the Director General of 
the Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA), Capt. 
Musa S. Nuhu recently at the Corporate Headquarters 
of the regulatory agency.
 The Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme 
(USOAP) is a programme through which ICAO 
monitors the fulfilment of the safety oversight 
obligations by its Member States and the last 
Programme conducted on Nigeria's aviation industry 
was in 2016.
 Capt. Musa S. Nuhu had said that the Authority 
was fully prepared for the audit, known as Continuous 
Monitoring Approach (CMA), which includes 
ensuring that the country abides by the global bodys 
recommended standard practices, having adequate 
technical personnel and efficiently regulating the 
industry to ensure high standard of air safety. 
 He added that the ICAO USOAP audit assesses the 
capabilities of a member states Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) to carry out an effective safety 
oversight of its aviation sector through the level of 
implementation of the Standards and Recommended 
Practices (SARPs) and the Critical Elements (CEs) of a 
States safety oversight system, which enable the State 
to ensure the implementation of ICAOs safety-related 
Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs) and 
associated procedures and guidance material.
 The Critical Elements are Eight (8) Audit Areas that 
ICAO takes seriously for proper monitoring and 
compliance and they include; Primary Aviation 
Legislation and Civil Aviation Regulations (LEG), 
Civil Aviation Organization (ORG), Personnel 
Licensing and Training (PEL), Aircraft Operations 
(OPS), Airworthiness of Aircraft (AIR), Aircraft 
Accident and Incident Investigation (AIG), Air 
Navigation Services (ANS), Aerodromes and Ground 
Aids (AGA).

NIGERIA SET FOR ICAO AUDIT
By ObasiUgwumba

 The Director General insisted that the safety audit is 
mainly focused on Safety-related ICAO annexes and has 
nothing to do with Annex 13 (Aircraft Accident and 
Investigation), Annex 9 (Facilitation) and Annex 17 
(Security) he however, admitted that there are some 
challenges that needed to be addressed in the country's 
aviation industry.
 Capt. Nuhu explained that Security Audit is quite 
different from Safety Audit, though both are important, 
stressing that Nigeria performed well in the last security 
audit conducted by the world aviation regulatory body.
 He recalled that in the last ICAO Security Audit (USOAP-
CMA) of Nigeria  the Effective Implementation (EI), Nigeria 
Scored 96.4 per cent and the country received ICAO Council 
President Award Certificate for its performance.
 The NCAA Chief Operating Officer however added that 
the NCAAs aspirational Effective Implementation (EI) score 
for the USOAP-CMA Audit was 90 per cent. He insisted that 
all hands are already on deck to ensure successful outing.
 In his words, NCAA will step up its oversight function 
and collaboration with all relevant stakeholders to ensure 
continued improvement in aviation security and facilitation. 
Security Audit is different from safety audit. What we are 
doing now is quite different from security audit and its not 
related to facilitation. I understand facilitation is good for 
passengers, but, it has nothing to do with the current audit.
 The last Security Audit we had, Nigeria scored 96.4 per 
cent and because of this performance, Nigeria received 
ICAO Council President Award Certificate for its 
performance. Yes, I accept we have some challenges in the 
industry, just like in the other countries around the world. 
However, to say Nigeria is not ready for audit is a misnomer. 
Someone is saying we are not ready for two issues that are 
not part of the forthcoming audit. I think that is wrong.”
 Earlier, Capt. Nuhu had announced last week at the 
League of Airport and Aviation Correspondents (LAAC) 
annual training at the Nigerian College of Aviation 
Technology (NCAT), Zaria that the country was fully 
prepared for the audit. 
 The DG capped it all by adding that its proactive 
approach and robust regulations had led to the over eight 
years of zero accident in commercial flight operation in 
Nigeria and vowed that the regulatory agency would 
continue to ensure excellence performance for the country.
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he Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA) has 

Tsponsored 34 members of League of Airport and 
Aviation Correspondents (LAAC) for training on 

Senior Management No. 8 at Nigerian College of Aviation 
Technology (NCAT).
 The 5-day training which commenced from 10th to 
14th January, 2022 is a part of the Authority's Corporate 
Social Responsibility (CSR) and modest contribution to 
effective reportage of the industry.
 Delivering his opening speech, Director General, 
(NCAA) Capt. Nuhu Shuaibu Musa said the yearly 
gesture is to appreciate invaluable roles and contributions 
of LAAC as the fourth estate of the realm to the growth and 
development in the aviation industry. 
 According to the Director General who was 
represented by the Assistant General Manager, Mr. Lulufa 
Vongtau LAAC has been with us in this journey and you 
have been worthy partners. Every success story about 
aviation in Nigeria cannot be written without the 
contributions of all of you. 
 One of your many contributions is the LAAC Annual 
Conference which has provided, and still providing 
veritable platform over the years for stakeholders to 
converge and dissect pertinent contemporary aviation 
issues with a view to proffering workable solutions that 
will move the industry forward. In my opinion, this 
training is an indication of that spirit of camaraderie that 
had existed (still existing) between NCAA and LAAC. 
 The media, particularly LAAC has provided platform 
which has helped in projecting activities and laudable 
achievements of NCAA to the public vis-à-vis our 
oversight functions. Your day-to-day reportage has shown 
that most of you have a deep knowledge of aviation and its 
goings-on. We want to inform Nigerians that preparations 
for international civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) 
Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme (USOAP) 
Continuous Monitoring Approach (CMA) slated for the 
first quarter of 2022 are in top gear and that we are fully 
prepared for the impending audits. On the heels of 

NCAA SPONSORS 34 LAAC MEMBERS 
FOR TRAINING AT NCAT
By Yavath Gloria (Kaduna Regional Office)

proactiveness, existing regime of robust regulations and over eight 
year of zero accident in commercial flight operation, we are primed 
to excel again.
 He however urged all stakeholders including the media to join 
hands with the Authority to ensure a successful audit next year. 
"From now on, all your reports are very sensitive. Let us eschew 
sensationalism capable of putting the nation in bad light. Therefore, 
I will advise anyone to endeavour to verify and confirm his/her 
stories before publishing, if in doubt. It is my view that your 
watchdog role plays a very important part in fostering stability in 
the industry."
 "These balancing, developmental and promotional stories are 
the hallmark of a burgeoning aviation industry like ours. Let us 
present our aviation industry as the most improved that it is. There 
is no doubt that there is increased confidence in the sector as new 
airlines are coming in and existing operators are expanding their 
routes. Expectedly, our coast of surveillance programme and other 
oversight responsibilities as the regulator of the industry have 
increased correspondingly,"    he said.  
 In a similar vein, he applauded the laudable contributions and 
support of the Federal Government of Nigeria and the Honorable 
Minister, Sen. Hadi Sirika, including the National Assembly for 
straightening the activities and oversight functions of NCAA. 
 He also thanked the management team of NCAT Zaria led by 
Capt. Moddibo Alkali Mahmud for their contributions in human 
capital development and making sure NCAT retains its 
attractiveness as the Regional Training Centre of Excellence in West 
Africa.
 In his response speech, the chairman of LAAC, Mr. Olusegun 
Koiki thanked the management of NCAA and various aviation 
agencies in Nigeria for their contributions towards  the success of 
the training programme over the years.
 He expressed confidence that volumes of knowledge gathered 
from the training under the programme has greatly helped 
members as aviation media practitioners  and journalists to 
disseminate  aviation information more professionally and more 
accurately in the midst technological advancements in application 
of safety, security, economics and regulation of the sector.

Members of LAAC and top management staff of NCAT during their 5-day training sponsired by NCAA...recently.



t was a celebration galore as the General Manager of 

Ithe Consumer Protection Department of the 
Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA), Mr. 

Kalu Anaso bowed out from service.
The occasion which gathered friends and families alike 
had Engr. Kayode Ajiboye, Director, Air Worthiness 
Standards and Chairman, Flight Standard Group (FSG) 
who represented the Director General, Capt. Musa 
Nuhu and Capt. Chris Najomo, Director of Air 
Transport Regulation.
The DG, Capt. Musa who was the first to eulogized the 
outgoing GM described him as a thorough breed who 
has carved a niche for himself in any given assignment 
or task. He added that the outgoing GM is very 
protective of his job
In the remarks of the Director, Air Transport 
Regulations, Capt. Najomo extolled the former General 
Manager as a committed staff who is passionate about 
his job. 
He added that the department recognizes his efforts and 
contributions to the organization, noting that some of his 
work had laid the foundation upon which the 
department is growing. 
Capt. Najomo, however, enjoined the outgoing GM not 
to see the occasion as a send-forth party as such because 
he will forever remain valuable to the department, 
stressing that the system still needs him.
Accordingly, he admonished staff to learn from the 
celebrant by always sharing their experience with the 
younger ones when the opportunity presents itself, 
underscoring the need for all to see the department as a 
family poised to bring about operational changes in the 
system.
General Manager (Commercial and Statistics), Mr. 
Arogunjo Rotimi referred to Kalu as an astute 
administrator, erudite and hardworking. These 
outstanding attributes and professionalism, he said, has 
enabled him registered his footprints in the sand of time. 
He however wished him well in his future endeavours.
Also, General Manager (Economic Regulation & 
Facilitation), Mrs. Modupe Oyerinde poured encomium 
on the celebrant, adding that she has a good working 
relationship with the outgoing General Manager.
In his own goodwill message, a former colleague, Mr. 
Macaulay Oyeneke described Mr. Kalu as a workaholic 
who finds himself in all assignments and hardly keeps a 
broken face because nothing wearies him as he is always 
on the move. 
Mr. Godwin Nze, a friend of the celebrant who also 
happens to be his former schoolmate in the University of 
Ilorin recounted how meticulous the celebrant was that 
earned him the name “Kanuri”. He stressed that Mr. 
Kalu has not changed from who he was back then in 
their university days.
Mr. Kalu joined the Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority as 
a Principal Air Transport Officer in 2001 where he rose 

GM CPD, KALU ANASO BOWS OUT FROM NCAA
By Obasi Ugwumba

through the ranks till he became the General Manager in 2021. 
Prior to his retirement, he has served in various capacities as 
committees' member, a delegate and has contributed immensely 
with his robust ideas which are valuable to the growth of 
Directorate.
In his vote of thanks, the former general manager thanked the 
Director and the entire Directorate for deeming it fit to honour 
him.
He therefore called on staff to imbibe the spirit of selfless service, 
love and team spirit in the discharge of duties for their own good.
Apart from hordes of staff, other senior members of the 
Directorate that graced the occasion are Deputy General 
Manager, Consumer Protection, Ms. Uloh Ikwo, Deputy General 
Manager and Head of DATR Lagos Region, Mrs. Pero Peter Sylva 
and Deputy General Manager, Licensing, Mrs. Usanga Chioma.
Highlight of the event was the presentation of gifts to the 
outgoing general manager.
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uite recently, the aviation industry in Nigeria Qhas been confronted by several issues 
bothering on air safety which have sparked 

debate amongst stakeholders and industry players 
alike. In this interview with a group of journalists, 
the Director General of the Nigerian Civil Aviation 
Authority, Capt. Nuhu Musa gave insights into a 
wide range of these issues. Below are some of his 
perspectives.

MASS EXODUS OF TECHNICAL STAFF
Reacting to a request letter written to the National 
Assembly by the Airline Operators of Nigeria (AON) 
that NCAA be removed from the Nigerian civil 
service salary structure, the DG explained that 
"NCAA is a government agency and not an 

NCAA DG GIVES INSIGHTS INTO 
CRITICAL ISSUES OF AIR SAFETY
By Obasi Ugwumba

independent body. We operate under public service rules 
and government salary structure. We have very experienced 
pilots with minimum of 4,000 flying hours. That is the 
recommendation to be a flying instructor, but our pay is poor 
when compared to what the industry is paying. 
 Our pay within the civil service structure seems to be 
great; but if you compare that to the closest from the 
industry, our pay is poor. So, people will rather go and work 
in the industry as a captain, earn some millions of naira, than 
to come here and earn less than N1 million. It is normal for 
humans to do that. If I can work somewhere and get triple of 
my monthly salaries for less work, why will I go and work 
somewhere else? " 
 In his words, “The only people that can come to work for 
NCAA as Flight Operation Inspectors are people who have 
retired from flying; people who have attained the age of 65 or 
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more, and even as a special contract staff. When you 
get to 70 years of age, you are supposed to leave. If you 
employ someone who is 65years old, it takes you about 
18 months to two years to train him and by the time he 
is going to function as a full inspector, he has three 
years to go.  He has to go by age 70.  This is not a 
very efficient system,” the DG stated.
 As a corollary, "the agency need to find a right 
balance within the senior inspectors and the younger 
ones so that we do not have this every four years 
disruption where we have to start looking for 
inspectors. It is very disruptive and it is not the most 
efficient use of resources. We certainly need elderly 
people for their experience, but we need to strike the 
right balance. We need to get people who can be 
employed as regular staff; people who are less than 50 
years and can come out to work and by the time they 
retire at the mandatory age of 60, we can still engage 
them as contract staff for another 10 years. So, you will 
have people who can work with you for 20 years and 
this promotes stability in the system.”
 “According to the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) Documents 9737, we are 
supposed to be a competitive employer. But because 
we are under the civil service rule which we must 
comply with, I cannot compete with the airlines in the 
hiring of staff and in the other side, the aviation safety 
inspectors; they come out of school, we employ them 
and train them. They are here for six years and when 
they are about to become very productive for the 
system, the private sector comes, attracts them with 
better salaries and takes them away." 
“We need to find a way of balancing this so that the 
system gets enough technical personnel to function. 
We are, however, working on the government to see 
how things can be addressed. There is a limit to what 
we can pay. We are working with the ministry through 
the Honourable Minister of Aviation, Head of Service 
and Salaries, Income and Wages Commission to see 
how we can address this, ” he said. 

CARTING AWAY SOME VITAL COMPONENTS 
OF ARIK'S AIRCRAFT
Giving his thoughts on carting away some vital 
components  of the leased aircraft belonging to Arik 
Air parked at the airside of the Murtala Muhammed 
International Airport (MMIA), Lagos  the DG 
attributed the development to an insider job. The 
NCAA boss opined that persons who knew the aircraft 
well had assessed it and stolen the equipment. 
 In his words, “For all I can say, investigations are 
ongoing on the incident, but I won't say it was a 
vandalisation. What happened was that somebody 
who obviously knew where the aircraft is, somebody 
who knew obviously what he was doing, went to the E 
and E2 compartments, walked in there and removed a 

component professionally without damaging anything. So, 
figure out that for yourself.
 “As far as I am concerned, it is an ongoing investigation. 
So, we will wait for the outcome of the investigation. It is very 
clear that I cannot go to the very technical part of the aircraft 
and remove something there. I must know something about 
it and could not be new to the system. Whoever did that job 
knew what he was doing. The security agencies are 
investigating the issue. Unfortunately, these issues happen 
everywhere. It is not the best to happen in your country, but it 
has already happened and we are investigating it and we will 
put in measures to ensure that it doesn't happen again,” Capt. 
Musa said.

POROUS AIRPORTS
Capt. Musa categorically stated that the Arik theft incident 
should not be used to measure security in Nigeria airports. 
He argued that one single incident should not be used to 
draw conclusion, adding that this just one issue in the last 10 
years.
 “How many aircraft have been vandalised in Nigeria in 
the past 10 years? Let's not use a single issue to destroy our 
country. This is one incident, which seems to have been done 
by a professional, maybe an insider. Have we had any case of 
people going to vandalise an aircraft in the last 10 years? This 
is one case and we should not use it to destroy the reputation 
of our industry. It appears this was perpetuated by 
somebody who knew what he was doing and it was not as if 
somebody broke in from outside and went and vandalised an 
aircraft. It wasn't vandalisation. This is a well clean job by 
someone who knew where to go and what to remove,” he 
reasoned.

ILLEGAL CHARTER SERVICES 
Capt. Nuhu used the opportunity to dish out a strict warning 
by saying that if any charter operator defaults by engaging in 
illegal services with their license, they will be met with severe 
sanctions.
 “The fact is that if we catch anyone misusing his/her type 
of license, we will sanction him and sanction could be a fine 
or up to the suspension of your operating permit," he 
warned.
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COST OF AIR OPERATOR CERTIFICATE
Also speaking on the organization's fixed 
schedules, he stated that subject has "remained the 
same over the years and that to get an Air 
Operators' Certificate (AOC), it is just N200,000, 
adding that the amount is less than a return 
business ticket from Lagos to Kano. We are 
subsidizing the industry. That is the least charge. 
Some organisations are buying planes worth tens of 
millions of dollars, but they are only paying N200, 
000 to get a certificate that will pronounce them as a 
commercial operator. Don't you think something is 
wrong somewhere?”
 “The N200, 000 cannot even do manual reviews 
of the process, not to talk of training or retraining an 
inspector and you still pay him his salaries to 
provide those services to the airlines. So, that is one 
of those things we need to look forward to because 
the N200, 000 is less than $300. I have countries in 
Africa that charge $200,000 for an AOC.”

NEW CIVIL AVIATION ACT 2020
He also added that the new Civil Aviation Act 2020, 
which is expected to be operational to address the 5 
per cent Ticket Sales Charge (TSC)/ Cargo Sales 
Charge (CSC) collected by NCAA on behalf of other 
agencies.
 According to the DG, “There is a bit of 
adjustment on the 5 per cent TSC/CSC and I have 
heard a lot of people say that NCAA is taking a bulk 
sum from the 5 per cent. That 58 per cent that we 
take is about 95 per cent of my own source of 
income. For the other agencies, whatever they get 
from it may be about 20 per cent of their own 
income because they get from other charges they 
render to clients. But, NCAA doesn't get any 
allocation from the Federal Government budgets.”
 "All the other agencies get from the government 
budgets. People just look at the TSC/CSC, but they 
don't look at the bigger picture. Other agencies get 
annual budget from the Federal Government, 
landing and parking charges, over flier charges and 
other sources of revenues. All these things were 
taken into consideration before arriving at 
whatever we get from the 5 per cent,” he said.

RECERTIFICATION OF LAGOS AND ABUJA 
AIRPORTS AND THE CERTIFICATION OF 
KANO, PORT HARCOURT AND ENUGU 
AIRPORTS
Speaking on the re-certification of Lagos and Abuja 
Airports and the certification of Kano, Port 
Harcourt and Enugu Airport, the DG has these to 
say: “For certification and recertification of airports, 
technical inspections took place last year to re-

confirm the gaps there and action plans are being 
developed. Once they are developed and submitted to the 
NCAA, we will review them and those that are okay, we 
will go ahead with it and for those that are not okay, we will 
return them with comments as to what is needed to be 
done.”
 "Re-certification of Lagos and Abuja airports is 
ongoing; a few issues we need to close, Federal Airports 
Authority of Nigeria (FAAN) is working on them. “Every 
two weeks, we do have high level meetings at the NCAA 
through the Department of Aerodrome and Airspace, they 
meet and devise means of resolving the issues. Hopefully, 
we can get all our international airports certified before the 
audit,” the DG enthused.

THE 5G CONCERN
Responding to this concern, the DG debunked the 
falsehood that has been circulating that the 5G network has 
been suspended in the United States. Capt. Musa stated 
that “It is not completely true that the 5G network has been 
suspended in the United States, rather it was just in some of 
the places close to a few of the airports within some radius 
that 5G was suspended in order to fully understand what is 
happening. The concern raised is about interference with 
aircraft that are being controlled to land. 
 According to the DG, “there is a critical component 
called radio altimeter; the spectrum by which this 
equipment operates is close to that of the 5G. So, they are 
afraid of interference from the radio altimeter and giving 
aircraft erroneous indication and it's during aircraft 
approach landing when they are about 2,500ft or so above 
the ground. Usually, it is for flights that are put to land. For 
us in Nigeria, we don't have auto landing authorization, 
our flights don't do auto landing. So, for now, it is of no 
concern to us, but we are still monitoring the situation, see 
the development if there are issues that might affect us, 
then, we will take the necessary action”.

REMOVAL OF UNSERVICEABLE AIRCRAFT AT THE 
AIRPORTS 
In the words of Capt. Musa, "even before the National 
Assembly made a pronouncement on unserviceable 
aircraft, we have made attempts to remove them. But 
unfortunately, a lot of them have court cases and there is a 
kind of restriction on FAAN. So, it is a difficult situation, 
but we are having meeting sometime next week to discuss 
this and see what we can do.”
  “There are so many implications for these aircraft; it is 
congesting the ramp and to me, it has safety implications. It 
can have security implication and it denies the growth of 
the industry. Unused aircraft are parked and taking space 
where new and serviceable aircraft can take. So, it's a very 
grave concern. We have discussed with FAAN even before 
the National Assembly talked on it. Court cases can 
sometimes tie your hands because if you go and do 
something, the court will fine you for contempt of court.”
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Chan et al (2010) agreed that employee turnover is a 
serious issue, particularly in the area of Human 
Resources Management. To fulfil the basic needs and 
provide a good working environment, good pay and 
other benefits in an economic approach is quite 
multifaceted and burdensome to an organization. 
Every business desires to increase the productivity and 
lessen turnover, thereby leading to profitability. 
Employee turnover supervision is an obligation to 
attain organization goals effectively. For the purpose of 
this paper, the concept of employees' turnover can be 
defined as a measure of the number of employees 
leaving and being replaced within a particular period, 
usually a year, expressed as a percentage of the total 
labour force at the beginning of the period 
(Abbasi&Hollman. 2000; Adeniyi, 2009). This also 
implies that it is a measurement of the length of time an 
organization's employee remain in the workforce of the 
organization and how frequent the organization has to 
replace its workforce.
It has been widely reported that employees' turnover 
could pose a serious threat to the growth and 
productivity of any business/organization (Tetty, 
2000, Ally, 2011; Mrope&Bungi, 2011. Hiring and 
retaining qualified and capable employees has become 
a critical concern for modern day organizations. Thus, 
for any organization to withstand the test of time in a 
highly dynamic and fiercely competitive environment, 
employee's turnover should be properly guarded and 
managed. Although, it may not be feasible for any 
organization to completely eradicate employees 
turnover due to several reasons, nevertheless it could 
be reduced to the barest minimum.

GENERAL CAUSES OF STAFFING TURNOVER
Various studies carried out have revealed several 
factors that accentuate high employee's turnover. 
These, amongst others are:
l Work Environment: If the physical condition in the 
workplace lacks critical amenities, it could discourage 
employees and promote employees turnover. Basic 
amenities in a workplace like health care services, 
furniture, suitable lighting and proper ventilation can 
cause employees to begin to seek for alternative 
employment where the physical environment is more 
conducive.

EMPLOYEE GOAL CONFLICT, 
LABOUR TURNOVER 
AND SAFETY OVERSIGHT 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
THE NIGERIAN CIVIL AVIATION 
AUTHORITY (NCAA)

SIGHTS FROM THE COMMISSIONING 
OF THE NEW MMIA TERMINAL

President Muhammadu Buhari flanked by HMA, Sen. Hadi Sirika, 
Governors of Lagos and Yobe states, Babajide Sanwo Olu 
and Mai Mala Buni respectively

Capt. Musa Nuhu in the company of the HMA,Sen. Hadi Sirika, MD FAAN,
Capt. Rabiu Yadudu and a distinguished personality....recently.

Front view of the newly commissioned terminal of the MMIA, Ikeja.

A  new elevator at the MMIA new terminal in Ikeja

cont’d from Last edition

to be concluded

By Ayasal, Anthony Auya
General Manager, Corporate Planning
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he Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority 

T(NCAA) has clinched 20 medals at the 
recently concluded Federation of Public 

Service Games (FEPSGA). 
 The Authority competed in all major 
categories of the games, thereby winning gold 
medal in the female double category in Lawn 
Tennis; silver in female singles event; bronze 
medal in male double event; four (4) silver in the 
female Squash team category; four (4) silver in 
the male category; one (1) silver medal apiece in 
the female team event; silver in the female 
double event; one (1) bronze medal in the 
female single; two (2) silver medals and one (1) 
bronze in the female double and female single 
events. 
 The 41st edition of the Federation of Public 
Service Games (FEPSGA) was held at Ilorin, the 
Kwara State capital.
 During the presentations of the medals, the 
National President of FEPSGA, Com. Aloku 
Amaebi hailed the efforts of the Authority for 
formidable spectacle in Squash, Table Tennis 
and Lawn Tennis, saying that the NCAA female 
contingent is becoming a force to reckon with in 
the yearly sporting event as they have won 

FEPSGA 2021: FEPSGA 2021: 
NCAA CLINCHES 20 MEDALSNCAA CLINCHES 20 MEDALS
FEPSGA 2021: 
NCAA CLINCHES 20 MEDALS
… AS TRIBUTES POUR FOR LATE OLAOYE GBENRO

more medals in the 2021 edition of FEPSGA.
 “The NCAA is building a reputation in three 
categories of the Games and it is only a matter of time 
before they will begin to dominate across boards in 
Squash, Table Tennis and Lawn Tennis where they 
have shown much strength” he said.
 While condoling with the Authority over the loss 
Mr. Olaoye Samuel Gbenro, the President of FEPSGA 
noted that Olaoye's transition was a great loss to 
FEPSGA as a body considering that he has, in past 
editions of the Games, competed and won medals in 
Squash for the Authority.
 During a media review on the performance of the 
NCAA contingent with selected participants, Samuel 
Olaoye's name popped up over a dozen times as many 
used superlatives such as “committed sportsman”, 
“team-player”, “hardworking”, “always ready to win” 
and many more to describe Samuel's participation at 
FEPSGA. 
 As one of them noted in their closing remarks, “The 
NCAA and indeed FEPSGA would miss Samuel 
greatly.”
 Over 15 sporting events were competed for by the 
participating federal civil servants in the 2021 edition 
of FEPSGA held between Friday, 26thNovember and 
Sunday, 5th December, 2021.

By Osah Erhire
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1. Trigger:
Use of Nigerian Meteorological Agency (NiMet) 
Seasonal Climate Prediction (SCP) for the year 2021 
to bring forth the evolving weather information 
associated  with severe dust haze/fog and the effects 
on safety and efficiency of flight operations.

2.  Prediction by NiMet:
Rainfall cessation in October in the extreme Northern 
part of the country, November around the Middle 
Belt and late November/December in the southern 
part of the country.

3. What Pilots/Operators should expect during the 
season:
a. Moderate to severe dust haze, early morning fog 

especially along the coastal areas, which in some 
instances can reduce horizontal visibility to less 
than 200 meters during the period of November 
2021 to March 2022.

b.  Air-to-ground visibility reduction due to dust 
haze or fog;

c.  Aerodrome visibility may fall below the 
prescribed operating minima and in severe 
conditions, dust haze can blot out runways, 
markers and airfield  lightings over  wide areas 
making visual navigation  extremely difficult  or 
impossible ;and 

4. Effects on Aircraft Operations:
a. Flights are bound to be delayed, diverted, or 

AVIATION WEATHER 
ADVISORY CIRCULAR
AC No: NCAA-AEROMET -32
To:  All pilot and Airline Operators
Initiated By: DAAS
Date: 29th November,2021
Cancellation: NCAA-AEROMET-31
 
Subject: Aviation Hazardous weather in Dry Season 

cancelled where terminal visibility falls below the 
prescribed aerodrome operating minima.

5. Pilot, operators and Air Traffic Controllers 
Responsibility 
I)  Closure of the airspace by Air Traffic Controllers when 

any of the conditions in (3) above are observed or 
forecast by NiMet;

ii)  Strict adherence to published aerodrome weather 
minima by Flight Crews/Operators and Air Traffic 
Controllers (ATC);

iii) Pilots /Flight Crew Members shall obtain adequate 
departure-route and destination weather information 
and briefing from NiMet Aerodrome Methodologist 
offices and station prior to flight operations and excise 
maximum restraint whenever an adverse weather is 
observed.

iv. Operators shall ensure that necessary measures are 
put in place to cushion the effects of flight delay or 
cancellations on their passengers.

6. Action required:
Strict compliance to this Advisory Circular by all 
stakeholders.

Signed:
Captain Musa Nuhu
Director General
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Capt. Musa Nuhu (L) with his former DG NCAA, Dr. Harold Demuren during a courtesy visit to the former in his Lagos Office.

A-day sensitization workshop

AGM, Mrs. Sowemimo Modinat celebrating her birthday with other 
colleagues...recently.

NCAA football team at the 2021 Federal Public Service Games (FEPSGA) 
hosted in Ilorin, Kwara State...recently.
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HMA,Sen. Hadi Sirika in his convocation gown during 
his graduation for Masters of Science degree in Air 
Transport Management at City University, London

General Manager,Dept. of Aero Medical Standards) Dr. Wilfred Haggai 
together with some staff in agroup photograph with Approved Aero Medical 
Examiners during their annual seminar in NCAA Lagos...recently.

DG NCAA, Capt.Musa Nuhu in a group photograph with organiser and hordes 
of invited students for the Aviation career conference organised 
by Mama J Aviation Consult Ltd.

In the middle, Miss Priscilla (Corper) with Assist. General Manager 
(PR), Mrs.Carol Adekotujo (2nd R) and other Units Heads in the 
Department during her birthday celebration...recently.

Rector, NCAT, Capt. Alkali M. Modibbo (M) with senior 
management staff of NCAT during 2022 LAAC Training sponsored 
by NCAA at NCAT, Zaria...recently.

Mr. Kalu Anaso (M) in a group photograph with other former colleagues 
during his sendforth ceremony... recently.

Mr. Kalu Anaso (M) in a group photograph with other senior colleagues during 
his sendforth ceremony... recently.

The Director of Human Resources and Administration (DHR&A) Alh Wakili 
Adamu (middle) recently celebrated his birthday. Here, directors and staff join 
to wish him joyous years ahead.
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L
ast edition, we talked about Cyber Security and 
Intelligence. We described Cyber Security as the 
practice of protecting computing systems, 

networks and programs from digital attacks or 
unauthorized access. In this edition, we want to focus on 
messenger software called messengers apps (apps is 
shortened form for applications) found in computing 
devices.
Revolution has turned the world from just being a 
computer world to computing system world. A 
computing system is a system of one or multiple 
computing devices and associated programs working 
together for a common purpose. A computing device is a 
physical object in different sizes that can run a program 
and perform more varieties of functions than in the world 
of just computer device. Computing devices include the 
usual computer itself, tablets, cell phones, and smart 
phones, I-phone, I-pad, smart electronic devices etc. It is 
computing devices we use nowadays to perform 
multimedia and social medial activities like graphics, 
video, messaging, audio, animation, pictures, chatting, 
artificial intelligence, to mention but few.
The messaging apps have become an important aspect of 
our daily lives. A messenger app is any app that enables a 
private messaging function between two or more 
people.Common example in our environment include 
but not limited toWhatsApp, Snapchat, Telegram, Skype, 
Facebook messenger and twitter. They help us to keep in 
touch with people who are close or in different 
geographical locations. The apps have features that make 
communication interesting beyond the regular 
messaging services. Users can share photos, make voice 
calls and video calls too. The apps have different 

MESSENGER APPS IN COMPUTING DEVICES

 

Kola Olojede(MCTS) 
Chief Sys. Analyst 

additional features, including built-in social networking features 
thatgive the user different looks and tastes.One good and 
beneficialthing about them is that they are free. Just locate store of 
the operating system of your device (e.g. google play store in 
android) and download which ever you want.
Text messaging and instant messaging are similar because they are 
both used to send text messages. However, text messaging 
("texting") uses the cellular phone service, whereas instant 
messaging employs the Internet.Now let us briefly talk about few 
of these apps, their icons and their areas of limitation.

1.Telegram:  
Telegram is a cloud-based messaging service that's accessible from 
all of your devices, created by Pavel Durov, a Russian. It was 
designed for iOS and Android back in 2013.   Telegram serves over 
500 million monthly users.  Unlike most messaging apps, it allows 
you to edit and delete messages even after you've sent them. 
Additionally, you can mute notifications for specific durations, 
send files, and share your location. It also lets you send messages 
that are automatically deleted after a designated time. But as 
limitation, Telegram does not provide video group calls. When 
staying inactive for some time, user accounts are deleted 
automatically.

2. WhatsApp
Launched in around 2009, WhatsApp, owned by Facebook, is one 
of the most popular text and video messaging apps. It’s absolutely 
free and allows users to exchange messages, make video and audio 
calls, and host video chats with up to 8 people. Judging by 
customer reviews, this is one of the best messenger in terms of 
video conference quality. It’s possible to turn notifications on and 
off. However as parts of limitations, first, users can attach files but 
not larger than 100 Mb. Secondly, users can create groups with 
family members, colleagues, and friends which can not be more 
than 256 participants messaging each other. Also, WhatsApp 
cannot be used for calling some emergency services like 911. 

3.Messenger
The app can be downloaded for free from your respective 
operating store. Currently, it has over one hundred billion users. 
Messenger is also a product of Facebook. The app, also known as 
Facebook Messenger, enables Facebook users to communicate in 
real time through their smartphones. The good news is that one 
does not have to be logged in to Facebook before you can use it. All 
the operating systems support this app. However, it has the same 
function but bears a different look depending on the operating 
system in use.

to be continued 
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STROKE: 

DEFINITION 
AND FACTS
Compiled by Justina Emmanuel

A stroke occurs when part of the brain loses its blood supply and stops working.

WHAT IS A STROKE?

A stroke (also known as a cerebrovascular accident 
or CVA) is when part of the brain loses its blood 
supply and the part of the body that the blood-
deprived brain cells control stops working. This loss 
of blood supply can be ischemic because of lack of 
blood flow, or hemorrhagic because of bleeding into 
brain tissue.
A stroke is a medical emergency because strokes can 
lead to death or permanent disability. There are 
opportunities to treat ischemic strokes but that 
treatment needs to be started in the first few hours 
after the signs of a stroke begin. The patient, family, 
or bystanders, should call 9-1-1 and activate 
emergency medical services immediately should a 
stroke be suspected.
 A transient ischemic attack (TIA or mini-stroke) 
describes an ischemic stroke that is short-lived 
where the symptoms resolve spontaneously. This 
situation also requires emergency assessment to try 
to minimize the risk of a future stroke. By definition, 
a stroke would be classified as a TIA if all symptoms 
resolved within 24 hours.

CAUSES AND TYPES OF STROKE  

THROMBOTIC STROKE

The blockage of an artery in the brain by a clot 
(thrombosis) is the most common cause of a stroke. The 
part result of the deprived blood and oxygen, the cells of 
that part of the brain die, and the part of the body that it 
controls stops working. Typically, a cholesterol plaque in 
one of the brain's small blood vessels ruptures and starts 
the clotting process.
Risk factors for narrowed blood vessels in the brain are 
the same as those that cause narrowing blood vessels in 
the heart and heart attack (myocardial infarction). These 
risk factors include:
• high blood pressure (hypertension);
• high cholesterol;
• diabetes; and
• smoking

EMBOLIC STROKE
Another type of stroke may occur when a blood clot or a 
piece of atherosclerotic plaque (cholesterol and calcium 
deposits on the wall of the inside of the heart or artery) 
breaks loose, travels through the bloodstream, and 
lodges in an artery in the brain.
When blood flow stops, brain cells do not receive the 
oxygen and glucose they require to function and a stroke 
occurs. This type of stroke is referred to as an embolic 
stroke. For example, a blood clot might originally form in 
the heart chamber as a result of an irregular heart rhythm, 
like atrial fibrillation. Usually, these clots remain 
attached to the inner lining of the heart, but occasionally 
they can break off, travel through the bloodstream 
(embolize), block a brain artery, and cause a stroke.
An embolism, either plaque or clot, may also originate in 
a large artery (for example, the carotid artery, a major 
artery in the neck that supplies blood to the brain) and 
then travel downstream to clog a small artery within the 
brain.

CEREBRAL HEMORRHAGE
A cerebral hemorrhage occurs when a blood vessel in the 
brain ruptures and bleeds into the surrounding brain 
tissue. A cerebral hemorrhage (bleeding in the brain) 
causes stroke symptoms by depriving blood and oxygen 
to parts of the brain in a variety of ways. Blood flow is lost 
to some cells. Additionally, blood is very irritating and 
can cause swelling of brain tissue (cerebral edema).
Edema and the accumulation of blood from a cerebral 
hemorrhage increases pressure within the skull and 
causes further damage by squeezing the brain against the 
bony skull. This further decreases blood flow to brain 
tissue and its cells.

SUBARACHNOID HEMORRHAGE

In a subarachnoid hemorrhage, blood accumulates in the 
space beneath the arachnoid membrane that lines the 
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brain. The blood originates from an abnormal blood 
vessel that leaks or ruptures. Often this is from an 
aneurysm (an abnormal ballooning out of the blood 
vessel).
Subarachnoid hemorrhages usually cause a sudden 
severe headache, nausea, vomiting, light 
intolerance, and stiff neck. If not recognized and 
treated, major neurological consequences, such as 
coma, and brain death may occur.

VASCULITIS
Another rare cause of stroke is vasculitis, a 
condition in which the blood vessels become 
inflamed causing decreased blood flow to parts of 
the brain.

MIGRAINE HEADACHE
There appears to be a very slight increased 
occurrence of stroke in people with migraine 
headaches. The mechanism for migraine or vascular 
headaches includes narrowing of the brain blood 
vessels. Some migraine headache episodes can even 
mimic stroke with loss of function of one side of the 
body or vision or speech problems. Usually, the 
symptoms resolve as the headache resolves.

TYPES OF STROKE
Strokes are usually classified by what mechanism 
caused the loss of the blood supply, either ischemic 
or hemorrhagic. A stroke may also be described by 
what part of the brain was affected (for example, a 
right temporal stroke) and what part of the body 
stopped working (stroke affecting the left arm).

ISCHEMIC STROKE
An ischemic stroke is caused by an artery in the 
brain being obstructed or blocked, preventing 
oxygen-rich blood from being delivered to brain 
cells. The artery can be blocked in a couple of ways. 
In a thrombotic stroke, an artery can narrow over 
time because of cholesterol buildup, called plaque. 
If that plaque ruptures, a clot is formed at the site 
and prevents blood from passing to brain cells 
downstream, which are then deprived of oxygen.
In an embolic stroke, the artery is blocked because of 
debris or a clot that travels from the heart or another 
blood vessel. An embolus or embolism is a clot, a 
piece of fatty material, or another object that travels 
within the bloodstream that lodges in a blood vessel 
to cause an obstruction.
Blood clots that embolize usually arise from the 
heart. The most common cause of these blood clots 
is a heart arrhythmia called atrial fibrillation, where 
the upper chambers of the heart, the atria, do not 
beat in an organized rhythm. Instead, the chaotic 

electrical rhythm causes the atria to jiggle like a bowl of 
Jell-O. While blood still flows to the ventricles (the heart's 
lower chambers) to be pumped to the body, some blood 
along the inner walls of the atrium can form small blood 
clots. If a clot breaks off, it can travel or embolize to the 
brain, where it can block blood flow to a part of the brain 
and cause a stroke.
The carotid arteries are two large blood vessels that 
provide the brain with blood supply. These arteries can 
narrow, or develop stenosis, with cholesterol plaque that 
may build up over time. The surface of the plaque is 
irregular and bits of debris can break off and embolize to 
the brain to block blood vessels downstream and deprive 
brain cells of oxygen-rich blood.

HEMORRHAGIC STROKE
When a blood vessel leaks and spills blood into brain 
tissue, those brain cells stop working. The bleeding or 
hemorrhage is often due to poorly controlled high blood 
pressure that weakens the wall of an artery over time. 
Blood may also leak from an aneurysm, a congenital 
weakness or ballooning of an artery wall, or from an AVM 
(arteriovenous malformation), a congenital abnormality 
where an artery and vein connect incorrectly. The 
bleeding can form a hematoma that directly damages 
brain cells and may also cause swelling that puts further 
pressure on surrounding brain tissue.

WHAT ARE THE SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS OF A 
STROKE?
Symptoms of stroke depend upon what area of the brain 
has stopped working due to the loss of its blood supply. 
Often, the patient may present with multiple symptoms 
including the following:
• Acute change in the level of consciousness or 
confusion
• Acute onset of weakness or paralysis of half or part of 
the  body
• Numbness of one half or part of the body
• Partial vision loss
• Double vision
• Difficulty speaking or understanding speech
• Difficulty with balance and vertigo

The symptoms of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke may 
be the same, but patients with hemorrhagic stroke may 
also complain more of headache and vomiting.

Written by Medical Author: Benjamin Wedro, MD, FACEP, FAAEM; 
Medical Editor: Charles Patrick Davis, MD, PhD

                    
   
    To be continued…
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SHOULD NIGERIA ENACT LAW TO LIMIT THE NUMBER 
OF CHILDREN A COUPLE CAN HAVE?
Population is a key determinant factor for the growth of a nation. Nigeria's population is the largest in Africa, 
seventh globally and among the few whose fertility is still growing. It was on that basis that President 
Muhammadu Buhari in Abuja launched the Revised National Policy on Population for Sustainable 
Development with emphasis on the need for urgent measures to address Nigeria's high fertility rate.
A growing economy like Nigeria must not be unmindful of population in her economic planning and policy 
formulation. The question that comes to mind is- should we reduce or increase our population growth rate? As 
a democratic nation, citizens' opinions counts; hence your usual anchorman, Ugari Chikaire offered staff this 
unique platform (The Regulator) to air their opinions on this critical national discourse. See excerpts below:

Population explosion is a major worry for 
Nigeria.According to the World Economic 
Forum, we are predicted to have the 3rd largest 
population in the world by 2050. Invariably, this 
will lead to a rise in unemployment, increase in 
the cost of living, shortage in water supply etc. It 
is important to note that these effects of over 
population are already evident in our society 
today. Thus, enacting a law on child birth 
limitation could be the way to go to avoid 
population explosion.

SANUSI ALKALI 
(DAAS) - 
ABUJA HQTRS

(DAAS) - 
ABUJA HQTRS

As a country with approximately 212 million people, the largest population 
in Africa, and the seventh largest population in the world, Nigeria is already 
over populated. The economic situation is not looking good as the country 
experienced recession less than two years ago. The disruption of business 
activities by COVID-19 is still there coupled with the insecurity that 
threatens our corporate existence as a nation. 
Based on a research conducted, the number of Nigerians living below 
poverty line is about 12 million. Quality education is very expensive these 
days and food is hardly available. I believe the law to limit child bearing 
should be enacted because it would be of advantage to an average Nigerian.

FATIMA YAKUBU 

I will say yes, Nigeria should enact law to limit the number of children a 
couple can have. Our infrastructures are already overstretched. Therefore, 
if a law is enacted to reduce our population it will not only minimize the 
pressure on our aging infrastructures but also enhance the quality of life in 
Nigeria.
With less population, the demand for food will reduce or equal to supply. 
A reduction in Nigerian population will be of advantage in many ways. At 
present, our medical and power supplies are deficient. A reduction in our 
growing population will address some of the challenges in the provision of 
basic amenities.

PHOEBE A. GUSHOP 
(DFA)
KADUNA R.O.



Yes, Nigeria should enact law for 
population control. Nigeria will be a better 
place if our growing population is 
controlled through enactment of a law that 
will limit the number of children a couple 
can have. It will assist in proper planning 
and development of the nation. The socio-
economic wellbeing of Nigerians will also 
improve. One of the ways to address the 
growing rate of unemployment, in my 
opinion, is to control population.  

(DAAS) - 

AGUNLOYE 
FREDRICK 

LAGOS R.O.

It is good to enact a law that will check the number of children 
individuals should have. However, there are conditions that must 
be met by the government before the enactment of such a law. 
First, there should be law mandating the government to provide 
basic amenities and needs of Nigerians. Again, there should be 
sustainable retirement plans for Nigerian workers because most 
people rely on their children after retirement. There should be 
homes for the old and social security for all citizens. Health, 
education and food should be available and affordable.
As long as the provision of basic needs remains the sole 
responsibility of parents, there will not be any justification to 
control population. Again, another factor that may impede the 
enactment of the law is our belief system and culture. As 
Africans, we value the continuity of our ancestral names and 
lineage. Therefore, our health facilities must be good and reliable 
to guarantee sustainability of lineage. 

AKUDA 
ALHASSAN 
(DAAS) - 
LAGOS R.O.

In my opinion, Nigerian government 
should not enact any law that will limit or 
determine the number of children couples 
should have. Considering Nigerian 
religious and cultural diversity, it will be 
out of place to enact law limiting the 
number of children Nigerians must have.
I will rather opine that individual religion, 
culture, economic and social status should 
determine how many children an 
individual can have. Therefore, let the 
decision of couples regarding child bearing 
be respected.  

IBRAHIM 
YUNUSA 
(DATR) 
KANO R.O.

My opinion is that we should 
have a law that will limit or 
regulate child bearing because 
in some homes there are about 
six to seven children and yet the 
parents have no means of 
livelihood. Even our religion 
tells us that if we cannot 
provide for the members our 
household, we are worse than 
an infidel. As far as I am 
concerned, a  maximum of four 
children is enough for a couple.

ABBA A. 
SUCCESS 
(DHR&A) 
KANO R.O.

My opinion is that a law 
should be enacted to limit the 
number of children couples 
should have. Nigerians should 
not give birth to more than 
four children. Currently,most 
families are under financial 
pressure. Some children are 
living at the mercy of 
relations, which is not normal 
as we all have our 
responsibilities and 
challenges.

SARAH MAURICE 
(DAAS) 
ABUJA HQTRS

No, there is no need for a law 
that will limit the number of 
children couples should have. I 
think that every couple should 
be able to know how many 
children they can take care of, 
knowing fully well the 
economic condition of the 
country.

ENECHUKWU 
ONYINYE 
(DATR) - 
PORT HARCOURT R.O. 
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We are Africans and as Africans, we are custodians of 
tradition. Enacting laws to limit child bearing 
contravenes our culture and tradition. Moreover, 
Nigeria as a democratic state should allow every 
citizen to bear the number of children he/she can 
afford to train. However, parents on their own should 
know that it's better to have a few decent children 
than having many defiant children.

JAMILU I. 
TANKO 
(DATR) 
ABUJA HQTRS

No, Nigeria should not enact a law on population control. I 
don't think it will yield any positive results. We need 
population to remain relevant among comity of nations. If we 
can harness our economy, our population alone is sufficient to 
enhance our internally generated revenue (IGR). Through a 
large population we can get a highly skilled workforce. Nigeria 
has an expanse of land which is yet to be fully harnessed.

FAROUK 
SANUSI 

(DAAS) 
ABUJA HQTRS

Due to the current economic realities in Nigeria, it is 
proper and timely for such a law to be enacted. This 
is not only because of economic challenges, but also 
to save lives. Enacting such a law will invariably go a 
long way in reducing maternal mortality in Nigeria. 
Also, the law when passed will reduce stress on 
parents.In addition, the law will reduce child labour 
and child marriage which we often see in some states 
of the federation.

 (DHR&A) 
PORT HARCOURT R.O.

COLLINS-OKAFOR 
CYNTHIA

I believe the law is already in existence. For 
instance, the National Health Insurance 
Scheme has already pegged the number of 
children or dependents a worker is allowed to 
enroll in the scheme. That has already set the 
benchmark on the number allowed in Nigeria.

 
(DAWS)
KADUNA R.O.

ZARADEEN 
IBRAHIM

In my opinion, there should be no law that will limit the 
number of children a couple wishes to have. My religion 
did not specify or limit the number of children couples 
should have. No matter the number of children Allah has 
blessed you with, be thankful to Him and pray that He 
provides you with the means to take care of them.

 
(AUDIT)  
KADUNA R.O.

UMAR 
WUSHISHI

NGOZI ORUEBOR 
(ICT) - LAGOS R.O.

Basically, we are already over populated. If the rate of our 
population growth is not checked, it may escalate some of the 
challenges we are currently dealing with. I agree that a law 
should be enacted to limit the number of children a couple can 
have, but my fear is the enforcement of the law. I am not sure 
that the government has the capacity to enforce the law, 
particularly because the incidence is more amongst the rural 
dwellers.
It is at the rural communities that polygamy is mostly 
practiced.Again, there should be a deliberate policy to ensure 
that we have accurate population data.
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T
he General Manager (Department of Finance) 
in the Directorate of Finance and Account, Dr. 
Akinshipe Jibayo has lost his wife, Pastor 

(Mrs.) Bernice Shileola Akinshipe.
She died in Lagos on the 21st October, 2021 after a brief 
illness aged 56.
The outpours of tributes at the funeral service are 
testaments of how much Pastor Mrs. Bernice would be 
dearly missed. The deceased husband, Pastor Dr. 
Akinshipe described the passing of Pastor Bernice as a 
great loss to the body of Christ. 
Those that gave tributes include her 
children, Oluwabukunmi, Jesuseyi 
and Jesuwunmi.
Also on ground to give tributes to the 
departed are her siblings, nephews, 
nieces and other family friends such 
as the Akingbotes and the Teibo. 
They described Late Pastor Bernice 
as a passionate soul-winner and 
committed to the service of God and 
men.
The NCAA family was not left out as 
top management staff of the 
Authority like NCAA Company 
Secretary,  Barr .  Benson Olu 
Akinde;General Manager (Accounts 
Department), Mr. Nathaniel Kaainjo; 
and General Manager(Department of 
Aero Medical Standard), Dr. Winfred 
Haggai.
Others include Deputy General Manager(Revenue), 

GENERAL MANAGER (FINANCE), 
DR. AKINSHIPE JIBAYO LOSES WIFE

By Osah Erhire

A l h .  B a m a  S h e t t i m a ;  D e p u t y  G e n e r a l  
Manager(Administration), Mr. Maxwell Achonwa (DGM 
Admin);Deputy General Manager(Human Resources), Mr. 
Urherebhrume Kennedy; Deputy General Manager(Stores), 
Mr. Emmanuel Umoh; Deputy General Manager(Finance), Mr. 
Ameh Godwin; and Assist. General Manager(Human 
Resources), Mrs. Ogunmoyin Olanike.
From the entire editorial stable of the NCAA in-house 
publication (The Regulator), we join teeming others in praying 
that The Lord grants the soul of the departed eternal rest and 
grant the family fortitude to bear the huge loss- Amen. 

Death, where is thy sting; Poor Death where is thy Power?

Members of staff of NCAA during a condolence visit to the family of the General Manager (Finance), Dr. Jibayo Akinshipe following the demise of his wife.

GM (Finance), Dr. Jibayo Akinshipe with other family members during 
the funeral service of his deceased wife...recently.
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AVIATION WORD 
OF WISDOM
Compiled by Boboye Folakemi
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r. Salami Jamiu Adeniyi, a staff of the Department of 

MPublic Relations has lost his mother, Alhaja Salami 
Mutiat Adeyinka.

 Late Alhaja Salami Mutiat Adeyinka died on Sunday, 9th 
January, 2022 at her residence in Epe after a brief illness. She was 
aged 76.
 She was laid to rest same day according to Islamic rites.
Mr. Jamiu Salami described his late mother as a pious, caring and 
kind hearted mother and motivator whose love for her children 
was matchless.
 Late Alhaja Salami Mutiat Adeyinka is survived by six (6) 
children and grandchildren among whom is Salami Jamiu 
Adeniyi of Public Relations Department of the Nigerian Civil 
Aviation Authority.
May her gentle soul rest in perfect peace. Amen.

PR STAFF, SALAMI ADENIYI 
LOSES MOTHER

  By Femi Adeoye & Osah Inaro

1. “Flying might not be all plain 
sailing, but the fun of it is worth the 
price.” – Amelia Earhart

2. “I heard an airplane passing 
overhead. I wished I was on it.” – 
Charles Bukowski

3. “When everything seems to be 
going against you, remember that the 
airplane takes off against the wind, 
not with it.” – Henry Ford

4. “There's only one job in this world 
that gives you an office in the sky; and 
that is pilot.” – Mohith Agadi

5. “And back up they would go, not 
knowing where or when they would be 
able to land again.” – Maude Julien

6. “Aviation is proof that given the will, 
we have the capacity to achieve the 
impossible.” – Edward Vernon 
Rickenbacker

7. “I've always loved airplanes and 
flight. The space program was really 
important to me as a kid. I still have a 
photo of Armstrong and Aldrin on the 
moon in my living room.” – Bill Nye

8. “The engine is the heart of an 
airplane, but the pilot is its soul.” – 
Walter Raleigh

9.  "You don't jump out of an airplane 
and stop halfway. It's all the way.” – 
Jesse Whit

10.  “To invent an airplane is nothing. 
To build one is something. But to fly is 
everything.” – Otto Lilienthal

Mr Salami Adeniyi of Public Relations Department (4th L) flanked by 
colleagues during final outing of his late mother in Epe...recently.

he entire staff of the Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority 

T(NCAA) was thrown into a state of mourning when an 
amiable, humble and easy going staff, Mr. Thomas 

Alexander Obinwa passed away.
Mr. Alexander Thomas died on Saturday, February 12, 2022 after a 
brief illness.  He joined Nigerian Civil Aviation Authority (NCAA) 
on the 6th December, 2006 and until his sudden death, he worked at 
the Transport Unit.
 His remains laid to rest on Friday, February 25, 2022 at his family 
house in Meiran, Lagos after a funeral service.
On ground to pay their last respect were his former colleagues, 
friends and family members. Late Thomas Alexander Obinwa is 
survived by his wife, children. May his gentle soul rest in peace-
Amen.

TRANSPORT UNIT LOSES A DEDICATED STAFF
By Femi Adeoye & Osah Inaro
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POEM Composed By Osah Erhire Inaro

JOKES
Compiled By Akinpelu Bukola

Accidentally, an airplane dropped a shipment 

of oranges, knives, and bombs onto an 

island. So, the pilot lands the plane to 

retrieve the items. While walking down the 

road, he notices a beggar laughing with joy.

He asks him, “Why are you laughing?” The 

beggar responds, “I was walking down the 

road and oranges fell from heaven!”

After getting the oranges, the pilot 

continued walking down the road. He 

Clouds uncertain moving Westward on the 
Baltic East 
Warplanes bade Pandora's come
Shells glide down the peaceful skies
For a destination most unknown 
Children stranded on Kharkiv pools
As mothers wept for every drops 
Boom, boom, boom our world collapse
To put in suffering untold 

Clouds uncertain moving Southward north 
Warplanes bid Old Harry's come 
War, war words they seem to spark
As 'hey you' watch them still

Bump, bump, bump they bombs the world 
And not a single warplane makes a wink
Bullets flying, children dying, mothers crying
As potentates urge them on
Hearts frozen from numbs of fear
For our hands wash the mother's tears

Wounded souls soaked in blotched power 
play
Disillusioned by the Baltic's fate
Many more stones they seem to throw 
Not for calm to come to be
Come ye all ye saintly rains
Calm the bowels of potentates' rage
For the world depends on ye
Knock,  knock out Pandora's cloud for our 
little birds to fly 

... PANDORA'S CLOUDS AND 
THE ECHOES OF WAR

approached a beggar who was crying. 

“What happened?” He asked the beggar. “I 

was walking down the road and knives 

fell from heaven!”

He continued down the road, searching 

for the last items. He then approached a 

kid crying with laughter.

“Why are you laughing?” asked the pilot. 

The kid replied, “I farted, and the building 

behind us exploded.”
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Reflection
Compiled by: Boboye Oluwafolakemi

ou will never truly be able to grow as a person 

Yand improve your life, if you don't step out of 
your comfort zone and try new things. We need 

changes and new experiences to grow. You have to put 
yourself out there. Feeling nervous and overwhelmed 
about leaving your comfort zone is normal. It's called 
your comfort zone for a reason. We like to do only those 
things that are comfortable for us.  We don't like to delve 
into the unknown. But there are so many benefits that 
come with challenging yourself! 
So, in this edition, I will be sharing some instructive tips 
with you going forward:

1. WRITE DOWN YOUR GOALS
The first thing you need to do is to think about what you 
want to accomplish and why. This will give you more 
clarity of your dreams, goals and the motivation to 
actually do it.

2. TAKE STEPS TO ACTUALIZE YOUR GOALS
The key to stepping outside your comfort zone is to 
approach it in baby steps. You can apply this to any skills 
or activities that you want to do that is uncomfortable for 
you. With each small success, you will gain confidence.  
And soon, you will be doing the very thing you feared 
with ease.

3. EXPAND YOUR INTERESTS
Going outside your comfort zone should involve 
expanding your current interests in ways that you 
wouldn't normally. And I'm not saying you should start 
doing something you hate.  That is a sheer waste of time.  

Instead, take something that you love doing to the next level or 
try something new.  Not only will your skills improve, but 
you'll end up developing new passions and skills in something 
that truly interests you.

4. CHANGE YOUR ROUTINES
Just ask yourself: "When was the last time you did something 
for the first time?” 
Switch up small things in your routine to allow you get out of 
your comfort zone. Things like waking up early, 
communicating well with your family, friends and colleagues 
at work, be nicer to people and what have you…. Someone says 
that, you can't keep doing the same thing every time and 
expecting a different result. 

5. KEEP TRACK OF YOUR PROGRESS
Keep a record of everything you are trying in a notebook. This 
is important so that you can look back at what you have done 
and motivate you to keep doing it!

6. SAY “YES” MORE OFTEN
We tend to say no to different opportunities and miss out on 
them, because we're too scared to leave our comfort zone. But 
you need to start saying yes more often to POSITIVE 
opportunity so that you will be able to grow and take risks.
It can be challenging to escape your comfort zone, but it is 
achievable. Until you read from this stable again, know that, if 
it doesn't challenge you, it doesn't change you. Reflect on this 
this.

HOW TO STEP OUT OF YOUR COMFORT ZONE 

“As you move 
outside of your 

comfort zone, what 
was once the 
unknown and 

frightening becomes 
your new normal” 
-Robin S. Sharma    



Compiled by Carol AdekotujoPuzzle 
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